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He had an idea..
Cambodia Week will be
a reality , but not the way
Paul Lingon imagined it
By KEVIN MILLER
Paul Lingon had an idea.
Sparked by the Cambodian benefit concert held on
campus in January, Lingon, along with a group of
friends, envisioned a "Cambodia Week," filled with
benefit concerts, student rallies and guest lectures by
such notables as Rosalyn Carter.
The idea was not just an idle dream. Lingon had
planned an events schedule and talked to numerous
organizations in Harrisonburg.
He spoke to the first lady's personal secretary and was
reasonably certain that because Mrs. Carter was active
in the campaign against starvation in Cambodia, she
would come here if the Cambodia Week activities were
organized.
Lingon also spoke to the vice president of NBC News;
Peter Deno, who agreed to cover the week's events if
they materialized.
The Student Government Association agreed to collect
and direct any funds received from the benefit. He
arranged press coverage from the Dally News-Record,
The Breeze, The Line and WMRA radio and suggested
that all money collected from parking tickets during
Cambodia Week be contributed to the benefit collection.
It all would be official as soon as Lingon "got the OK"
from University President Ronald Carrier.
Lingon met in February with Carrier who rejected the
possibility of deferring parking ticket funds to the
benefit and would not offer any matching funds to help
Lingon make the week materialize, he said.
According to Carrier's secretary, Alice Liggett
although the president believed it was a good cause the
university's tight budgetforbade any allocation of funds.
"I'm discouraged," Lingon added after the meeting.
"I've worked my ass off and we get no help."
He added that Carrier was "enthusiastic about the
ideas but not supportive."
"As far as any concrete academic action he was noncommital."
Without any administration support, Lingon believed
his proposal couldn't be as effective as he had
visualized. "Without resources the possibilties become
limited," he said.
(Continued on Page 22)

LACK OF support from the JMU administration
changed Paul Lingon's plans for Cambodia Week.
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CROWDED bike racks on campus may be an
indication of warmer weather or perhaps

students are concerned about rising gas
prices.

Sinkholes cause problems
at proposed brewery site
J

By TERESA CAVINESS
The Adolph Coors company
is continuing environmental
testing
in
Rockingham
County, its primary site for an
East Coast brewery.
If Coors pumps the proposed
15 million gallons of water per
day out of the 2,000 acres of
land it has options on,
sinkholes are likely to
develop, according to Everett
Smith, of the Rockingham
County Farm Bureau. After
Coors tested for one week,
four sinkholes were found
near the site, he said.
"The whole area is laced
with underground lakes and
pumping could affect the area
as a whole, ruining farmland," according to Smith.
Eric Riggle, Coors corporatecommunications
representative, said that
environmental testing will
determine whether the land
and water will be sufficient
and stable enough to support
the structure.
Last December the company received a six-month
extension on options to buy
.some. 2.000 acres at the
proposer? brewery site near
Elkton. However, in January,
Coors bought 55 acres from
landowners who did not want
to wait for the company's
decision, according to Riggle.
THE LAND purchase is not
an indication that the brewery
will be built here, he said.
The company, the nation's
fifth largest brewer, still has
an alternate site in Vonore,
Tennessee available "if things
do not pan out in Rockingham
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County," Riggle said. A North
Carolina site was dropped
because the company haa two
problems: getting options on
the land it wanted there and
too little ground water to
support the facility.
"Once the decision is made,
it will take at least three to
five years before the factory is
functioning," Riggle said.
Only a small minority of
Rockingham residents oppose
the brewery construction;
most favor the proposed Coors
plant, he said.
However, Welby Showalter,
attorney for Rockingham
Concerned Citizens, said
surveys have shown more
opposition exists than Coors
admits.
RESIDENTS of Elkton and
Broadway are the only
citizens showing much support for
the
brewery,
Showalter said.
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Coors is using its extension
on land options to continue
evaluation of the site in order
to comply with government
regulations. "We don't want to
make the situation any
worse," Riggle said.
Besides
environmental
problems, Riggle said some
residents oppose the brewery
because "it might change the
way of life in the area."
Concern exists that local
businesses will be unable to
compete with the scale of pay
and the number of jobs Coors
will offer. Riggle claims that
the company has "tried to
reassure residents that we
will keep our wages in line
with those in the area."
Initially, about 600 jobs
would be available. Most
workers would be hired from
the area, he said, adding that
some people could be brought
in for construction and
(Continued on Page 5)
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Debate brings out candidates accusations
By VANCE RICHARDSON
Amidst the noise of a
Wednesday evening campus
center crowd, two of the five
Student Government
Association
presidential
candidates fielded questions
from a panel of four students.
The panel
discussion,
sponsored by the political
science consortium, featured
two representatives from the
SGA—chairperson protempore Sam Nixon and
commuter senator Gary
Beugnet, and two representatives of The Breeie—editor
Theresa Beale and news
editor Cindy Elmore.
Presidential
candidate
Chuck Cunningham, dressed
immaculately in a light blue
three-piece suit, spoke mainly
of his plans for next year,
while more casually-attired
Kevin Mondloch took advantage of several opportunities to berate Cunningham's record as this
year's SGA administrative
vice president. Mondloch
accused Cunningham of,
among other things, not
following up on proposals
passed by the senate and
approved by the executive
council.
IN RESPONSE to a
Siestion from Nixon, Monoch said there should be
between six and eight students
per semester lobbying in
Richmond for the university.
Cunningham said no need
exists for such a student
lobbying effort because the
senate—not additional
committees or boards—can
handle such activities.
Cunningham, explaining the
basis of an earlier statement
calling this year's SGA
ineffective, said he thinks
senators have frequently
proposed bills to "get their
names in The Breeie or make
work
for
themselves."
Mondloch retorted by asking
"Whose fault is inactivity on
the executive council? Is it the
members in it or the senate?"
Mondloch was asked how he
would implement one of his
major campaign proposals—a
four-day week of classes—
when the student calendar is
planned two years in advance.
"That's my ace in the hole,"
he replied before quoting
energy use and cost statistics
to support his contention that
the university would save
huge sums of money by not
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SGA PRESIDENTIAL candidates Chuck the Pre-legal Society in conjunction with the
Cunningham and Kevin Mondloch agreed on Political Science Consortium here.
few Issues at Monday's debate, sponsored by
heating academic buildings
finally decided to remove
Monday-Wednesday classes
one extra day each week.
politics from the SGA.
as long as they sit in Tuesday"What I'm proposing may not
Alluding to Cunningham's
Thursday classes. "I think
be effective right away," he
former position of state
students would like to have an
said, "but it could be imalternative
freedom
of
chairman of the Young
plemented."
Americans for Freedom,
choice."
Mondloch noted he hasn't
Cunningham responded to a
CUNNINGHAM responded
query concerning his platform
"done any political things" so
by
calling
Mondloch's
promise to remove politics
there'd be no problem
proposal a "great idea" but a
from student government by
depoliticizing student
"round-about way to conserve
explaining that by politics he
government.
energy." There are many
meant internal conflicts,
other alternatives to energy
which he hopes to remove
conservation, he said, noting
from SGA. Mondloch asked
that he doesn't believe most
why Cunningham, after three
students would like to sit in
years in student government,

AAUW appoints Theodore
Dr.
Crystal
Theodore,
professor of art at James
Madison University, has been
appointed to the national
board of directors of the
American Association of
University Women (AAUW).
Theodore will serve for two
years as the cultural interests
representative fo the 50 states
and will also be a member of
the program development and
the legislative committees.
*'er term of office will be two

years and will begin on July 1.
She
has
been
the
association's cultural interests area representative
for Virginia since 1978 and has
served for several years as
JMU's corporate representative to AAUW.
The AAUW
has
approximately 200,000 individual
members and
corporate
memberships are held by 600
accredited
universities.

MONDLOCH SAID that
every group that comes before
the SGA with a legitimate
need for money should have
their
request
approved.
Groups should get their
money right at the beginning
of the year when they need it
most, he added.
Cunningham said the SGA's
contingency fund should not
be increased, and he would
work to see that it is reduced.
SGA could cut its costs,
reduce its budget and still get
just as much service as is
needed. "There's no need for
$36,000 to run that of ice," he
said.
One thing both candidates
agreed to was the need to
sponsor any future Christmas
dance in conjunction with the
University Program Board.
Student government should
not be in the business of
programming, Cunningham
said, adding that he'd like to
see UPB sponsor the dance in
the future.
Mondloch
blamed
the
Chistmas dance's lack of
success on its "inopportune
timing." UBP should have a
say
in
scheduling
the
Christmas dance, but the SGA
should continue sponsoring it,
he said.
Cunningham expressed the
opinion that unless graduate
students are represented in
the SGA they should not have
to pay the student activities
fee each semester. Mondloch
said if anything he'd like to
see a minimal activities fee
charged graduate students
because they tend to take less,
advantage of the events
sponsored by this fund.
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Introducing...
ROLAND WINDMILLER

SUMMER JOBS AT JMU
Conference Housing Aide
Orientation Assistant

•»

Orientation Tour Guide
For more information and applications, come
by the Office of Residence Halls, Alumnae
Hall, Room 102.
• Application deadline • Friday, March 28.
..'•

If you bring this ad Roland will give you a 20 Percent discount thru April 8. That's a $12.50 cut for
$10.00! Call now for an appt. and let's get
acquainted.
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IE team heads for national
tournament; 9 students qualify
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INDIVIDUAL EVENTS team coach Kevin Sauter hat led the
young group to become among the top 10 percent of teams in the
nation.

By TERESA CAVINESS
For a team that has only
been in existence for three
years,
James
Madison
University Individual Events
participants already rank in
the top 10 percent in the
country, according to the
team's coach, Kevin Sauter.
All nine students sent to the
District Qualifier at George
Mason University received
bids in one or more events,
thus qualifying them for the
national tournament at the Air
Force Academy in Colorado
Springs, April 11-13, Sauter
said.
JMU will pay to send three
of those students to Colorado.
As a team, JMU took second
place in Sweepstakes, losing
to GMU, the defending
champion and host team.

Spotswood residents initiate petition,
protest mice infestation in dormitory
BY CINDY RUSSELL
A petition has been signed
by over half of the residents in
Spotswood dorm to protest the
inaction on part of the
university in dealing with the
presence of field mice in the
dorm.
Jack Graf, a resident of
Spotswood,
started
the
petition to call attention to the
mouse problem. Graf said he
and other residents see mice
or evidence of mice every day.
Graf threw away $11 worth
of groceries that mice had
gotten
into.
Residents
reported the mouse situation
to the R.A.'s and the Head
Resident before spring break

and were assured the situation
would be taken care of. Bruce
Schilling, head resident of
Spotswood, said a couple of
rooms had reported mice and
he had in turn told his
supervisor Jan Wise.
Jan Wise, assistant director
in the Office of Residence
Halls in the Bluestone Area,
said she is aware of the mice
in Spotswood, and each time
an incident is reported, she
contacts
Jan
Popard,
executive housekeeper.
However
residents
are
complaining that nothing has
been done.
Popard said the allegations
that nothing has been done are
false. The university has been

baiting mice in a few dorms
throughout the winter. This
process involves setting out
poison for the mice to eat.
In Spotswood dorm in
particular, Dodson Bros.
' Exterminating Co. baited the
inside of the building during
spring break. They then
baited the outside on March 17
and are to return again next
week.
Popard said mice may be
entering Spotswood through
doors left open at night.
No other dorms around
Spotswood have compained of
mice problems, Popard said,
but whenever a complaint is
made, the university acts
right away.

TIICMAIItlMV
Featuring

TOPS FOR EVER YONE
From Fashion Tops to T-shirts
(long & short sleeve)
And Other Accessories

"This year, the program
has shown tremendous growth
and discipline with a comparatively young team. We
only have one student
leaving," Sauter said.
THAT STUDENT is Kevin
Miller, a senior, who has also
been assistant coach this
year. "Kevin has been the
star," Sauter added.
Miller won 24 awards this
year, while only attending
seven tournaments and was
fourth overall speaker at the
district
qualifier
last
weekend.
He
received
national bids in all of the
events he entered, placing
first in informative speaking,
fourth in prose reading and
fifth in poetry reading. Miller
had already qualified in
persuasive speaking before
the district match by placing
first at his last two tournaments.
Miller and partner Lynn
Tipton qualified for the
national
tournament
in
dramatic duo, an event in
which a selection from a play
is interpreted. Each person
reads the part of one
character in a scene where
two characters interact, but
do not physically act out the
parts.*
Tipton, a sophmore, also
placed second with her persuasive speech on abused
children in state institutions
and qualified for a national
bid in impromptu speaking.
She will be attending the
national tournament with
teammates Miller and Debbie
Laumand.
"I think Debbie has the
potential to go all the way to
win with this speech at
nationals,"
Sauter
said.
Laumand, in her first year of
competition, took first place in

after dinner speaking with a
selection about ridiculous
toys.
JMU STUDENTS took three
of the top sue places in the
after dinner speech event.
Christie Moniz, a freshman,
took fourth place and Angela
Adkins, a junior placed sixth.
Moniz also qualified in impromptu speaking and Adkins
received a bid in prose
reading.
Bob Daly's speech on pinball mania placed him sixth in
informative speaking and
qualified him for the national
tournament. Donna Franklin
received a bid in poetry
reading.
IE is a competitive intercollegiate event. "With the
number of bids
received,
JMU will probably be ranked
as one of the top teams in the
East. We have a good chance
to do well at nationals and
make it into the top 10 percent
there," Sauter said.
IE participants here are
fortunate that JMU supports
the program and will send
them to the national tournament, according to John
Morello, forensics director.
OTHER SCHOOLS had to
drop out of national competition, allowing some JMU
students to receive bids,
Sauter said
Participation in IE is
"above and beyond" a
student's regular studies, he
said.
JMU's achievement at the
qualifying tournament
represents the hard work the
students were willing to do
this year, Morello said, adding
that they have remained
dedicated to making a name
for their school in forensics.

Sculptural video on exhibit
An environmental, sculptural video installation by
Juan Downey is currently on
exhibit in James Madison
University's Sawhill Gallery.
The
exhibit,
titled
"Yanomami:
Circle
of
Fires," is on display through

Friday in conjunction with
JMU's Festival of the Arts.
The Sawhill Gallery is
located in Duke Fine Arts
Center and is open Monday
through Friday from 8 a.m. to
noon, 1-5 p.m. and 7-9 p.m. The
gallery is open Saturdays and
Sundays from 1-5 p.m.

Imported Car & Truck Parts

S

Specializing In Transfers
••"•lettering and numbering
custom printing
Greek lettering

Your Import Parts
Headquarters in
The Valley

NEW LINE OF SPRING & SUMMER WEAR

SPRING IS HERE I

Night-Shirts .Soccer Shirts,XXL & XXXL T-Shirts
Create Your Own T-Shirt Design from Any:

Tune To Get Your Sports or Imported Car In Shape
For The Fun Months Ahead. We Have Owner's
Manuals For Over 100 Makes - |8.». We Have A
Large Number Of Hard-To-Get Parts In Stock For
VW. Fiat, Datoun. Brit. Leyland, Toyota, Saab,
Volvo. Honda, and Others....

Slide

Photo

10-9 Man. - Sat.
I ..
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Drawing
Album Cover
color or blk./wht.

Clipping

434-4824 Located in Valley Mall

CaU * See If We Have What Yoa Need!!!
always a discount to students
Waterman & Chicago ...433-2534
^
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Senate funds religious group; argues legality
By CINDY ELMORE
After
arguing
the
separation of church and state
doctrine,
the
Student
Government
Association
senate agreed to fund $350 to
the Catholic Campus Ministry
Tuesday.
"This bill came out of a
divided and uncertain finance
committee," said committee
member Rod Shepherd. "I'm
not against the CCM, but the
idea we've had in the
governmental system here is
complete separation of church
and state. I don't like the idea
of us using student funds for
these organizations "
CCM
requested
the
allocations to send seven
delegates to the "Unite for
Justice" convention, to be
held May 16-18 at the
University of Richmond.
Commuter senator Ben
Thomas told the group that
since CCM meets all of the
guidelines established by the
SGA for funding student
groups, the issue of church
verses state was not relevant.
THE PROPOSAL passed by
a 18-8 vote with four abstentions.
Senators denied a request
for |50 from the Social Work
Organization. The request
"would cover expenses and
leave us money in the
treasury for next year," said

member Rick Mondloch. He
later added that the money
would specifically cover
banquet expenses.
Senators questioned the
importance of giving funds to
a group for its banquet.
Thomas asked the group,
"have you heard of living
within your means?"
"I'd like to say that it's a
sad day when the Student
Government turns down an
organization that has the legal
right to $50, when we have
$5,000 left in contingency and
in six weeks it will go into the
reserve account and may
never be used," added C.R.
Suddith,
acting
finance
committee chairman

\
Also approved was a
proposal for $520 to rent seven
voting machines from the city
of Harrisonburg for SGA
elections April 1.
In other business, President
Dave Martin told senators
that the Housing Office here
has proposed a 5 p.m.
residence hall checkout time
on Friday, May 2, instead of
the traditional checkout on the
day of graduation. This
change was initiated to
eliminate campus traffic on
graduation day and also to
give housekeepers additional
time to clean up the dorms, he
Sid. The general consensus
long senators was opposition to the change.

SENATOR AL WILLNER
argued that the SGA's
remaining large account
should not be an issue.
"There are rumors circulating that the SGA is trying
to get rid of this money," he
said.
Senators passed a request
for $231 to send the Water Polo
Club to the "East Coast Water
Polo Tournament" April 19.

"IT'S OBVIOUS this idea
does not suit the students,"
Martin added.
Martin explained
that
Eastern Mennonite College
was dropped from the Student
Buying Power cards program,
since school officials could not
be reached for participation.
Bridgewater College was
also asked to participate in the
program.

"If I wanted it done real,
real quick, I should have done
it already and forgotten the
two other colleges," he added.
Martin told senators that
the Judicial Control Board
here approved changes in
university policy increasing
fines for falsely pulling fire
alarms from $25 to $50, and
increasing the sentence from
possible probation to permanent probation. The board
also increased fines for
misusing fire extinguishers
from $15 to $25 and from
questionable probation to one
year's probation.
SENATORS APPROVED a
proposal requiring the prior
consultation and consent of a
senate majority for any
contingency account
expenditures by members of the
exectutive council.
The
Student
Services
Committee defeated a bill
requesting university reimbursement for gas expenditures
incurred
by
student teachers, said Lee
Owen, committee chairman.
Five
proposals
were

presented and sent to committees for consideration.
C.R. Suddith proposed that
Duke's Grill permit milk as a
substitution for soft drinks in
its contract dining specials,
and Paul Manson proposed a
$600 allocation for the Black
Student Alliance.
Owen proposed a $400
allotment be granted to the
Lacross Club and Gary
Beugnet proposed $86.58 be
funded to the Honor Council to
cover a debt of that amount
which occurred three years
ago and was
recently
discovered by a university
internal audit.
Beugnet also proposed the
SGA investigate the necessity
of a requirement on many
university forms for student
advisors' signatures.
In Monday's executive
council meeting, officers
approved a $525 allocation to
purchase a reel-to-reel tape
recorder for lending to the
Porpoise Club and a proposal
that the SGA pay for half the
expenditures incurred by
candidates for SGA and Honor
Council officer elections.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiite

Favorable
job market
awaits grads
By KEVIN HUNT
A good job market awaits
1960
James
Madison
University graduates, according to Thomas Nardi,
director of the Office of
Career
Planning
and
Placement
" The market is upbeat—
very encouraging. I don't
know how long it will hold up,
but things look very good right
now," he said.
"This is a good year for
employment in accounting,
computer
science,
data
processing, marketing and
management, and especially
in sates." Nardi noted. "In
education
the
heaviest
demands are in special
education, science, math, and
English," he added
Thirty new recruiters have
interviewed on. campus this
year through the Office of
Career
Planning
and
Placement. More man 2,250
students have been helped by
the office.'
Recruiters who come to
JMU are looking for five
major qualifications. They
want students with good
grades, involvement in extracurricular activities, related
work experiences, good work
habits, and good communication skills, he said.
. "The most important thing
is for a student to be willing to
go where the jobs are. The
jobs are there for qualified
nile, but many students
t want to relocate and that
makes it harder for them,"
Nardi added.
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Local convenience stores charge high prices
By JULIE WILBER and
VANCE RICHARDSON
The gasoline you save by
walking to food stores conveniently
located
near
campus may not make up for
the money you spend on
products sold there.
Food stores located within
easy walking distance of the
James Madison University
campus charge considerably
more for the same products
offered in supermarkets in
town, a spot check by The
Breeze has found. -5
Price checks on 25 products
frequently purchased by
college students were made at
Mid-Way, Stop-In, Red Front
and A&P between March 21
and March 24. Where brand
names differed, the cheapest
product price was used. On
brand name products found in
all four stores, sale prices
were used when applicable.
With the exception of two of
the 25 products checked,
prices at the two supermarkets (A&P and Red
Front) were equal to or less
than those at the convenience
stores (Mid-Way and Stop-In.)
For example, 24 tablets of
Tylenol pain reliever cost
$1.05 at Red Front and $1.99 at
Mid-Way; a 15-ounce package

of Oreo cookies sold for $.99 at
A&P and $1.49 at Stop-In.
SOME PRODUCT prices,
however, were identical in all
the stores stocking those
items. An eight-ounce bag of
Etato chips and a 22-ounce
if of white bread cost the
same in all four stores; a half
gallon of Seal test ice cream
cost the same in the three
stores that carried it as did a
dozen Hostess doughnuts.
Of the 24 items carried by
both A&P and Red Front,
A&P's prices were higher on
nine products, Red Front
charged more for seven, and
eight were priced the same.
Of the 18 items carried by
both Mid-Way and Stop-In,
Stop-In charged more for 10
products, Mid-Way charged
more for two, and six sold for
the same price.
Stop-In charges more for
some items because of higher
overhead, according to Jim
Fewell, manager of Stop-In.
"This is a new building, and
we have to hire more employees because we're open 24
hours a day." Fewell also
said that while his prices were
higher than Mid-Way, "we
don't think it's necessary to
charge a 60 percent mark-up

like
some
stores."

convenience

ITEMS THAT cost the same
in both stores are products
that are pre-priced by the
manufacturer,, noted Wayne
Baugher, manager of Mid-

Red Front
Soft drinks (12 oz.) 6 pack cans
Agree shampoo (8 oz.)
Bayer aspirin (24 tablets)
Tylenol (24 tablets)
Dial soap (1 reg. bar)
Tide detergent (1 lb., 4 oz.)
Shenandoan's Pride whole milk (MJ gal.)
Stroehman white bread (22 oz.)
Crackerbarrel sharp cheese (10 oz.)
Kraft sharp cheese (8 oz.)
Eggs (1 dozen extra large)
Premium saltines (16 oz. box)
Potato chips (8 oz.)
Pretzels (8 oz.)
Parkay margarine (1 lb. tub)
Oreo cookies (15 oz.)
Chips ahoy (13 oz.)
Carnation instant hot cocoa (12 packet box)
Popcorn (l lb.)
Maxwell House instant coffee (2 oz.)
Nescafe instant coffee (6 oz.)
Lipton tea bags ( 16 bags, 1V4 oz.)
Hostess doughnuts (1 dozen)
Sealtest ice cream (ME gallon)
Breyers ice cream (Ms gallon)
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SUMMER SALES POSITION
Interviews: Tuesday, April 1
Earn $200 per week in Virginia.

♦ liberal commissions and bonuses'.
♦ an all expense paid training program
at our home office in Chapel Hill, NC.
* opportunities to sell at other universities.
Sign up for an interview at the Office of Career Planning and Placement. There's a detailed job description there too!
We offer:

University Directories
P.O. Box 2145
Chapel Hiin^C 27514
(919)929-4131
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1.99
2.39
1.09
1.59
.43
.99
1.13
.73
1.89
1.59

Midway

A&P

1.99
2.19
.99
1.99
.43
.99
1.15
.73
1.79

1.89
1.89
.79
.99
39

X

.89

1.15
73
1.89
1.39
.89

.79

.89
.69
.89
1.39
1.29
X
.49
1.55
X
.65
1.09
X
X

X

1.49
1.49
1.79
.59
1.89
3.89
.69
x
2.29
2.79

SMITH SAID the federal
government considers
Rockingham County's 4.5
percent unemployment rate to
be full employment. In the
summer that rate decreases
to less than four percent, he
added.
"There was a deficit of 1,200
jobs in the poultry industry
last year. Such an industry
could pull people away from
those jobs and hurt the local
businesses," Smith said.
Any corporation moving
into the county would push the
area closer to becoming an

.89
.89

.79
.99
1.29
1.69
.39
1.39
3.39
.59
1.09
2.29
2.79

Theft. $12 was reported
stolen from an unlocked room
in Eagle Hall on March 21.
120 was reported stolen
from a locker in the men's
locker room in Godwin Hall
between 10-10:50 a.m. on
March 21.
-_
During the commotion of a
fire and evacuation of Shorts
Hall on March 22, a fire
company smoke ejector fan
was
stolen,
but
later
recovered.
Drunk in public. Two male
students were arrested after
insisting on reentering Shorts
Hall
which
had
been
evacuated during a fire the
night of March 22. They were
not residents of the dorm.
Drinking in public. A male
student
was
charged
judicially for littering and

.MI

industrialized area as opposed
to an agricultural one, he said.
According to Higgle, "Our
indication all along has been
that the majority of people, if
not excited, have voiced
approval (for building the
brewery)."
The Rockingham Concerned
Citizens maintain that the
request for rezoning the land
was improperly conducted
and that the decision to do so
was
"arbitrary
and
capricious." The organization
has asked the Virginia
Supreme Court to reverse the
rezoning decision, Showalter
said.
°

Police logThese
incidents
were
recorded by James Madison
University police during the
period of March 19-26:

If you are interested irt)sales and want a terrific summer job in the
Harrisonburg area, interview with University Directories on Tuesday,
April 1.
We need you to sell advertising for the yellow page section of your.
campus telephone directory.

III ill

Stop-In

(Continued from Page u
management positions

DON'T SAY BEER
- SAY BULL!

■ I '

1.79
1.85
x
l.os
.41
.95
1.0S
.73
1.85
1.39
.79
.69
.89
.69
.83
1.09
1.25
1.29
.39
1.39
3.39
.61
1.09
2.29
1.99

things 'cause it's too expensive."
Rob Imre, who lives in
Hoffman Hall, goes to Stop-In
because it's
convenient.
"Sometimes I don't feel like
going aU the way to X-lot to
get my car," he said. From
Hoffman, "Stop-In's Just out
the back door.*

* Brewery

Schlitz Malt Liquor

. I ilVl

Way. Less rent and lower
utilities account for MidWay's lower prices, he said.
Many students do their
major grocery shopping at
large supermarkets, but go to
Stop-In or Mid-Way for a
snack. "I go to Stop-In to get
munchies," Sharon Gordon
said, "but I don't buy a lot of

i ■■ • i!mt;i.i!!f:r»>M i"ii ir;f.fiw.t nw ruiM-j-.-M •«».«■.■*'

drinking in public at 11:05
p.m. on March 21.
Driving under the influence.
A female student was arrested
for driving under the influence
of alcohol at 11:45 p.m. on
March 20.
Another female student was
arrested on the same charge
at l :25 a.m. on March 23.
Vandalism. A glass door on
ui* west side or Godwin Hall
was broken between 7 p.m.
and 7:35 p.m. on March 22.
Grafitti was painted on the
walls of the recreation room in
Alpha Chi Rho between 10
p.m. on March 23 and ll a.m.
the next day.
Trees and shrubbery on
Greek Row near Theta Chi
and AXP were broken an
splintered and their posts and
support wires pulled out of the
ground. Damage is estimated
at $245.
A small fire in A-section of
White Hall resulted from
someone's placing a box of
trash on an oven burner.
'jtihlu, y'j-.i.i]
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Constitutional review changed VOTE
By TERESA CAVINESS
Club constitutions will no
longer be considered line-byline for official approval by
the Commission on Student
Services.
On a motion by Dr. Kent
Zimmerman, the commission
voted to allow Student Activities Director Chris Sachs
and his subcommittee to
review the structural function
of the clubs. The commission
then will look at the
organization's statement of
purpose and assume that the
constitution
meets
the
criteria.
"There have been instances
when the subcommittee's
work needed to be doublechecked," said Dr. William
Hall, vice president of student
affairs.
However,
the
resolution will not exclude
major questions on legal or
ethical matters.
"RECOGNITION of
organizations is not an
automatic process. Many
people assume it is. The
commission must look to see
what
commitment
an
organization will return to the
university," Hall said.
Frank Campbell, geology
professor, spoke in favor of
the resolution because the
commisssion tended to "nitpick wording and point out
punctuation "

The resolution will cut the
amount of time spent on each
constitution and shorten the
meetings by about one hour,
commission members said.
As chairman of the commission, Hall will reconstitute
the subcommittee next year,
adding
another
faculty
member and at least one more
student
After
adopting
the
resolution, the commission
officially recognized four
campus organizations:
—THE FELLOWSHIP of
Christian Athletes, a national
organization, which has met
here on a weekly basis since
its inception last year. The
club's purpose is to provide a
common ground for James
Madison University coaches
and athletes to learn about
Christian ethics which they
can apply both to their lite and
their sport.
—James
Madison
University's first military
honor society, Scabbard and
Blade. Its purpose is to bring
together persons with similar
interests in the military and to
keep the standards of the
department
high.
The
organization also will work to
provide advanced ROTC
courses here. The society
already has 20 members and
is distinguished from the
jnm
Cadet Associatior

an honor sdciety
—Pi Sigma Alpha, another
honorary society, recognizing
outstanding academic
achievement in political
science. It is a national
organization, but the JMU
chapter could not apply for
national recognition without
the official approval here.

Bill Sulik
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-O.L.O.P. DIVERS, whose
purpose will be to foster safety
in scuba diving. Before approval, Hall cautioned the
divers that the club's membership can consist only of
JMU
students.
Former
students will be able to participate as associate members. The major concern of
the commission was that the
club remain a student
organization.
"As the campus grows and
there is more demand on
facilities, we must make sure
the students have use of them
first," Hall said.
The club will foster safety in
scuba diving and has chartered trips to the Florida Keys
and North Carolina in the
past.
—The
Finance
Organization,
unanimously
approved. With 16 members
now, the club will be open to
any student with an interest in
business, specifically finance
and real estate.
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Shrimp Dinner All served with golden
Oyster Dinner trench fries.
Fish n Shrimp Dinner and hot Grecian bread
Fish dinner
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Werner's
PARTY PACKAGE STORE
(Thurs.- Sat.)
915 South High St.

434-6895

Andecker "Golden Brew" Premium

2.19

"Budweiser "Natural Light"

2.19

Budweiser Party Package 12/12

4.29

Michelob "World's Finest Brew"

2.39

Old English "800" Malt Liquor Premium

1.99

Tuborg Gold- "Beer of Kings" Premium

1.69

=
I

Budweiser and Natural Light Longnecks
„
8
case(24)7.99
Blue Ribbons Premium Longnecks case (24) 5.99
Pepsi Cola 2 Its. "Big Jug "
.99
Cokes "Quarts".. V
•„
,49
* Ice

"Where Good Time People Meet
**Support Pam Nelson- Honor Council
Vice- PRESIDENT • •
.

PRICE

Buy one get one 10 lb. bag *FREE*

*m

INCLUDES

,:

•All-You-Can-Eat Salad Bar

i

At It. 33 fast. Horrlionburg, Vs.
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■Announcements
Medical center
• The 11th Annual James T.

Dougntie Memorial "Day at
the Medical Center" will be
held on April 15, at the
University
of
Virginia
Medical School. Students who
are interested in the study of
medicine are invited to attend. If interested, contact Dr.
J.E. Davis in Burruss 222.

Easter lectures
Are you tired of dull
denominational traditions? If
you are, there will be a series
of teachings presented pertaining to the Easter season
and highlighting several of the
last events of Jesus Christ's
life. The titles and dates are as
follows: "Simon of Cyrene
and the Cross Christ bore" —
March 27, "The Day Jesus
Christ Died" -April 2, "Eli,
Eli lama sabachthani!" —
April 4. All are at 7:30, p.m. at
605
Collicello
St.
in
Harrisonburg. For more information, call 434-6177.

Biology
There will be a Biology
seminar at 4:00 p.m.,
Tuesday, in Burruss 314. The
speakers are Dick Duckett
who will speak on "The Effects of Light and Temperature on the Feeding
Behavior
of
Dragonfly
Naiada" and Nancy Hughes
whose topic is "Nematode
Parasites
of
Foxes jn
Rockingham County, Va."
Both speakers are graduate
students in the Biology Dept.
at JMU.

Auditions
Auditions far the 1980 season
on the Summer Dinner
Theatre at JMU will be held at
7:00 p.m., March 27-28, in
room M-103 of- Duke Fine Arts
Center. This
suummer's
production will be "Bell, Book
and Candle" by John Van
Druten and "Fallen Angels"
by Noel Coward. Individuals
wishing to audition should
bring a complete resume with
them on March 27.

Passover

Painting exhibit

There will be a Passover
seder for interested Jewish
students at the Temple Beth
El on Monday, March 31. The
time is 6 p.m. and the cost is
$5. Transportation will be
arranged. RSVP is required.
Any question? Contact Frank
at 4038 or Sharri at 433-1338.

Polly Holden and Nancy
Boland will be having a
painting exhibit at the
Rockingham Historical
Society, 301 S. Main Street
from March 24 April 3.
Visiting hours are from 9:00
a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon-Fri.

Hillel of JMU is having a
Chumetz party. It will include
beverages and food not eaten
for Passover. To be held in
Hanson B304A on Sat., March
29 at 8 p.m. For more information call Frank at 4038.

Exhibition

Those students wishing to
purchase
matzah
for
Passover, please contact Nina
at 5053.

Film club
The Film Club will show two
movies by Dr. Ralph Cohen
entitled, "Blue Movie" and
"Dance on a Theme by
Shastokovitch" after the
Sunday night movie in Room
B of the WUU.

An exhibition of work by
photographer and designer
Jayme Odgers will be held
from March 24-April 5 at the
New Image Gallery. Odgers,
from Hollywood, California, is
the vanguard of a new
direction in design called
photo-designers. He has been
featured in Rolling Stone and
Graphis magazines and has
won over 70 awards including
the New York Art Directors
Club. He has also recently
designed the Fleetwood Mac
Tusk LP and the Floaters LP.
He is currently marketing a
line of designer placemats
which will be available for
purchase
during
the
exhibition.

AERho
The Communication ArtsAlpha Epsilon Rho Spring
Banquet will be held on April
12th beginning at 5:30 p.m.
Open to all Communication
Arts majors, faculty, and
staff. Tickets are available at
$5.95 each at the Television
Film Center, WMRA, and
Communication Arts Office in
Wine-Price. Deadline for
ticket purchase is April 8th.

WMRA
The disappearance of the
family farm in the U.S. will be
the topic of discussion on
WMRA's "News and Views"
at 11:35 a.m., Sunday. Don
Patterson, state coordinator
of the American Agriculture
Movement, will be the
scheduled guest. Your host for
the series is Elliot Wiser.

WJ

Honor council
Applications for positions as
Honor Council Representatives (four from each
school) are now available
from your academic Dean.
Representatives serve on
hearing boards and communicate with students and
faculty on all matters concerning the Honor System.
Application deadline is April
4.

Car wash
The Mu Pledge Class of
Delta Sigma Pi is holding a
car wash in the parking lot of
Krogers on Rt. 33. It will be
held between 10:0a.m. - 4:00
i.m., Saturday. The cost is
U.50 per car.

I

Art exhibit
All those interested, are
invited to feast their eyes on
the Honors Invitational Show
to be exhibited in the Art
Works Gallery in Zirkle
House. This exhibit will
showcase the artwork of Rita
McCaslin, Marty Newman,
Dorothy Sease, and Tami
Turner. The opening reception
will be held at 10:00 a.m.,
April 3, in the Art Works
Gallery. The show will run
through April 11.

Chicken BBQ
The
Hotel
Restaurant
Management Club of JMU is
sponsoring a Chicken Bar-BQue
Saturday
at
the
Harrisonburg Fire Station,
Hose Co. 4, across from Roses.
The price is $1.50 per half a
chicken. It begins at 10:00
a.m. and will last until the
chicken is sold.

Sigma Nu
The Sigma Nu Little Sisters
are having a car wash from
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.,
Saturday, in the Mason's
Department Store parking lot.
The price is $1.50 for students
and $2.00 for others.

778 E. Market
Tuesday-Thurs. 11:00 - Midnight
Friday-Saturday &
Monday 11:00-lam
433-5375

New York Style Pizza
* Best in Town*

50* OFF ANY PIZZA
WITH COUPON
60* A SLICE
offer expires May 2
Steak Subs $1.70 extra for Toppings
Toppings

Large Medium Small

one
two
3 or more

4.75
5.50

4.25
5.00

6.25
4.00

5.50
3.50

Cheese
>_,

2.75
3.25
3.75
4.25

.
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Perceptual differences bar
effective sexual communication
BY KELLY BOWERS
The largest barrier to effective communication in a
sexual relationship is a difference in perceptions, according to Diane Langhorst
and Greg Versen, JMU
sociology professors.
Langhorst and Versen
hosted the porgram, "Communication in a Sexual
Relationship" at Gifford hall
Monday.
According to Langhorst,
this difference in perceptions
begins at an early age. While
boys are more likely to engage
in self and mutual exploration
and comparison, girls are
taught that these practices
are wrong, she said.
"Women grow up not
knowing what to call the parts
of their body," she explained,
adding that this develops into
another barrier as an
adolescent—the barrier of
double standards.
Women have been taught at
this point "that men are
inherently sexual," said
Langhorst. Because women
spend so much time resisting
advances "they never get a
chance to explore their own
sexuality" she said.
Men, on the other hand,
have become geared to the
idea of "conquests" by their
peers and their environment,
she added.
For both men and women,
"the sensual part of a touch is
lost in wondering what will
happen next," she said, adding that these ideas are

n
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Colonial House of Hairstyling

Elaine (Liskoy) Hinkle
Photo by Nancy Dafflngar
"WOMEN GROW UP not knowing what to call the parts of their
body," according to JMU sociology professors Diane Langhorst
and Greg Vergson at a Gifford Hall presentation Tuesday.
based on narrow definitions of
sexuality—a third barrier.
"It (sexual intercourse) is
seen only in terms of penisvagina," she said. Sexual
intercourse "is a bummer
unless it's seen as part of a
total experience."
Langhorst described open
and frequent communication
as the answer to these

barriers.
She
suggested
talking about birth control,
anxieties, and "even talk
about why it's hard to talk
about sex."
"Guys can talk to guys
about sex, girls can talk to
girls about sex, but they can't
talk to each other about sex,"
one Gifford hall resident
commented.

Board of Visitors selects member
Emily L. Lee of Columbia,
S.C., secretary of the James
Madison University Alumni
Association, has been named
to the univesity's board of
visitors.
Lee has been on JMU's
alumni board of directors
since 1875. She is a legal
assistant with the Columbia
firm of Lee, Suggs 4 Kelly.
She was appointed to the
JMU board of visitors by Gov.
John N. Dalton. Lee succeeds
Robert L. Dolbeare of Richmond on the ll-member
board.
A native of Brunswick
County, Lee attended public
schools in Petersburg and
received her B.S. degree from
JMU (then Madison College)
in 1943.
Lee was formerly chief
dietician at the Veterans
Hospital in Columbia. She
worked at the VA hospital
there from 1947 to 1955.
During World War II, Lee
was a lieutenant in the Army
and served as a hospital
dietician in New Jersey,
Camp Rucker, Ala., and Ft.
Bragg, N.C.
Lee is a member of the
Columbia
Dietetic
Association,
the
South
Carolina Dietetic Association
and the American Dietetic
Association. She has been
president of the Columbia
association and twice been

VOTE
BillSulik

president of
the state
association.
She also has been active in

Joining, us at Colonial House and specializing
in precision hair cuts, perms and coloring.
V

Please feel free to use our back entrance to
men's den.

Elaine's Hours: Tues,Fri. 8:30 'til
Call For An Appointment or Drop In To
See For Yourself • Elaine's TaUnt

CALL 433-1588
1433 South Main Street
P.S. Plenty of free parking in rear of Salon

many other civic and
professional organizations in
the
Columbia
area.

%
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APPLICATIONS
are no w being accepted for the positions of

STUDENTADVOCATE
and

STUDENT JUDICIAL
COORDINATORS
The applications are now available in the
STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICE
DEADLINE FOR ALL APPLICATIONS IS MARCH 31.
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I can't believe I read the
whole thing.

We'll cut your reading and
studying time to the bone.
COME TO A FREE MINI-LESSON
(with absolutely no obligation, of course)
No reservations necessary • choose the most convenient time.
Graduates of the Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics Course read an average of 5 times
faster than when they started . . . and they
understand more!

talking about the same course President Kennedy had his Joint Chiefs of Staff take.
Senators and Congressmen have taken it. So
have Captains of Industry. Why not you?

You think we're putting you on? It doesn't sound
believable? Well, you'd better believe it. We're

Over 1,000,000 people have completed our
course and found it's actually easier to read

faster. You can be a slow reader, have a
medium-size IQ, it takes' no special brains,
skills or talents. Just eyes. We'll show you how
you can read and study faster in only one hour
at a free Mini-Lesson. The burden of proof is all
on us—you've got nothing to lose but your
grind.

SCHEDULE OF FREE MINI-LESSONS

MONDAY

TUESDAY

UKDNEDAY

THURSDAY

March 31

April 1

April c

April 3

April 4

5:30
& 8 pm

5:30
& 8 pm

5:30
& 8 pm

5:30
& 8 pm

5:30
& 8 pm

Holiday bin

FRIDAY

Harrisonburg
,

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
• •»*.'.«.V.v.'.W.*.\V.Vo.V»V« *v.v«s *v»v»x*-.»•« 1 «♦»♦«« •
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Tobacco chewing-oral ecstasy or vile habit?
•DON'T SWALLOW! DON'T EVER SWALLOW!'
By TOM HI NN AH AN
Oral ecstasy or vile habit?
Respectable pastime or thinly
veiled oral gratification?
These
questions
reflect
reactions to a growing
Kactice
among
James
adison
University
students—tobacco chewing.
Once the domain of farmers
and baseball players, chewing
has broadened its horizons
and found a spot in the hearts
and jaws of a new generation.
Brands like "Red Man,"
"Workhorse"
and «
"Chatanooga Chew"
("Chatanooga Chew brings
out the rebel in you!") line the
racks of the local grocery
stores. Chewing tobacco's
little brother, Skoal (you
know, "jest a peench 'tween
your cheek and gum" ) has
also hit the big time.
The question many nbnchewers ask is "what makes
them do it?" Well, for starters
it is one of the few habits that
does not require use of the
hands, so.you can perform
several activities at once.
Sophomore Tim Parrish, a
highly
respected
JMU
chewer,
found
chewing
blended perfectly with his
other pastimes. "I started
chewing last year while I was i
fishing, said Parrish. "I saw'
this guy John Poxx, a
professional bass fisherman,
chewing Workhorse on his TV
show one time, and after that I
started chewing indoors or
out, anytime I had the
craving. Now I've reached the
pinnacle of chewing-drinking
beer and chewing at the same
time."
d3»This type of versatility is of
great importance to chewers,
who often respond to accusations of tastelessness, by
pointing out that it is entirely
possible to play a Beethoven
sonata and chew at the same
time. This never fails to
silence critics.
THE CONTINUOUS jaw
work involved in chewing
helps relieve nervous tension.
Graphic illustration by Icon Worntr

which is one reason why
baseball players tend to chew
a lot. In fact, tobacco chewing
has been a part of baseball for
so long that variations of the
art have popped up. One,
called gumbacco, is a hybrid
of tobacco and bubblegum
that gained some acceptance
at first, but never really
caught on with the purists.
Products like "Skoal" and
"Copenhagen"
resemble
snuff— as opposed to the more
traditional broad leaf brands
like "Red Man"— and offer
their own individual attractions. Since they are used
in smaller quantities, the
nicotine content is higher than
it is in the leafy variety. As the
tobacco rests against the
cheek, the nicotine seeps
through the mouth membranes and directly into the
blood stream. The effect of
this phenomenon may be
enhanced by presoaking the
material in any cheap
whiskey.
Naturally, not just anyone
can step right up and become
a bona fide "chawer." There
are things you need to know
first.
For instance, the supreme
law of tobacco chewing is
DON'T SWALLOW! DON'T
EVER SWALLOW! Letting
one average size plug get

<r

Photo by Mike Bltvin*

THE SUPREME law of tobacco chewing is
"Don't swallow! Don't ever swallow!" Brands
like "Beech-Nut,""Red Man," "Workhorse"
you're
doing
something
wrong. Good diction is considered very poor form by
experienced chewers.
IN ADDITION, you must not
be overly sensitive to the
criticism of nonchewers who
may find the habit unattractive. Women tend to be
particularly harsh.
"It's

'Now I've reached the pinnacle of
chewing—drinking beer and
chewing at the same time*
away is roughly equivalent to
downing a frothy mug of
Drano, with a kerosene
chaser. Again, DON'T EVER
SWALLOW!
Now, if you are going to be
serious about chewing you will
need a Southern accent. If you
don't have one naturally, fake
it. It's only for effect, anyway.
Also, if people understand
more than 75 percent of your
words when you're chewing,

L* 4

disgusting," says one Eagle
Hall resident who prefers to
remain anonymous for fear of
retribution. A substantial
number of female students
share the more moderate
opinion of freshman Tammy
Mooney, however. "It's ail
right," she says,"as long as
you do it right and don't spit it
in the water fountain."
Contrary to the opinion of
certain
easily-disgusted

and-Skoal" line the racks of many local
grocery stores.

young ladies, tobacco chewers
are indeed people. This means
that they can be carelessly
classified into groups just like
the rest of us.
The first, most obvious
group has been labeled
"Novice." The Novice wants
very badly to become a topflight chewer like his buddies,
but just can't seem to get the
hang of it. He is easily identified by the attractive brown
streaks running down the
fronts of all his shirts. He
simply lacks the motor skills
required to keep the juice in
his mouth and off his clothing.
Occasionally, he will get big
laughs by swallowing his
"chaw," and turning eight
lovely shades of green before
dashing off to yodel his oats in
the men's room.
Next up is the "Intermediate." He is usually a
pretty agreeable guy, and at
first glance you probably
wouldn't peg him as a chewer.
The giveaway is the spi toon he
keeps in his room, weakly
disguised as a paper cup or
empty beer can. His rare
missed shots dot the floor

REMEMBER KID ,

DON'T

around his favorite chair. He
is generally content with his
spitting ability,but sometimes
slips into fantasies of the big
time.
The top men in chewing are
called the "Supremes.'They
are not to be confused with the
popular vocal group that was
named after them. These men
have reached the top; they are
the Sultans of Spit. The
average Supreme is a walking
advertisement for his favorite
brand. You will recognized
this man by his red tobaccobrand shirt, tobacco-brand
cap, and tobacco-brand underwear. If he is really good,
the company may actually
pay him to wear these things.
HIS ORAL dexterity allows
him to chew tobacco and chug
beer simultaneously. His jaw
is permanently distended, so
on the rare occasions when he
is not nursing a chaw he can
carry small items like his I.D.
without aid of pockets.
He can calculate exactly
(Continued on Page 22)

SWALLOW!
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SGA presidential hopefuls offer diversity
Experience important point
in campaign, Cunningham says
0

s

By LOUIS EACHO
"I think the election of a
president should be focused on
experience and leadership."
Chuck Cunningham, who is
running for the position of
Student Government
Association president believes
he has gained the experience
necessary to deal with the
administration and faculty.
A candidate can promise all
kinds of things, but he must
have experience in dealing
with the faculty and administration to get anything
concrete done, according to
Cunningham who currently
serves as SGA administrative
vice president.
Some candidates for SGA
elections in the last few years
have had the tendency of
"promising projects that just
are not realistic," Cunningnam said, adding that
students realize a candidate
"cannot
promise
that
everything will get done."
REDUCING

THE

SGA

operating account is one of the
major goals Cunningham said
he would like to achieve if
elected. Decreasing salaries
for SGA officials and cutting
their convention budget would
be the two means through
which he would accomplish
this, he said.
James Madison University
has the highest student
government salaries of any
Virginia state university,
according to Cunningham.
With a budget of more than
$200,000 next year as compared to the (190,000 now
allocated, the SGA could
reduce its own operating
budget and provide even more
services for the student at a
lower cost, he said.
Allowing two reading days
at the end of the week before
final exams is one project that
Cunningham says he would
like to continue working on
with the Commission on
Undergraduate Studies. Both
students and faculty simply
need more time to prepare for

the most difficult week in the
semester, he said.
CUNNINGHAM
ALSO
expressed a desire to see
penalties increased for intentional vandalism. It is
obvious that something needs,
to be done to act as a deterrent"
to acts such as the destruction
of five $500 marble restroom
partitions in the Warren
University Union, he said.
Setting up criteria for
outdoor events is another
project that this candidate
intends to continue working on
next year with the Commission on Student Services.
Removing politics from the
SGA is another goal Cunningham expressed even
though he is politically active
with the Young Americans for
Freedom. There is a big
difference between politics
and political activity, he said.
As an example, cutting The
Breeze budget last spring
simply was a matter of
politics, he explained, adding

jT-

Chuck Cunningham
that internal conflicts need to
be removed from the SGA so
the organization can become
more open.
Besides having been involved with the SGA for each
of his three years at JMU,
Cunningham,
as
administrative vice president,

must act as a University
Council member, a member of
all five university commissions, liason to the Faculty
Senate, advisor to the Junior
class committee and as a
member of both the Breeze
Publication Board and the
Honor Advisory Board.
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Gripkey runs as 'average student at JMU
By LOUIS EACHO
"I think a candidate for a
Student Government office
can win this election without
any flamboyant
extras.
Buttons and posters may look
nice, but it is usually just
frivolous."
This is the philosophy of
Michael Gripkey who said be
likes to think of himself as
"representing the average
student at James Madison
University." He said he
became a last minute candidate for SGA president after
realizing that the other
candidates only appear to look

out for the interests
"small minority
students here."
Gripkey says he hopes to

very seriously. I would not
even bother running at all if 1
did not think I could win and
have the ability to hold the

student interests." A great
majority of students on this
campus have no involvement
whatsover with the SGA, said

Michael Gripkey was not available for a photograph
.T

give his campaign proper
exposure by talking to individual students and having
friends contact as many
people as possible.
"1 am treating this election

office," Gripkey said.
ALTHOUGH
GRIPKEY
said be has no concrete
projects, he wants to see the
SGA look out for "smaller

Gripkey, noting that he would
attempt to make changes in
this area.
Another goal Gripkey would
like to be able to implement is

to have the administration
and SGA work together to
balance enrollment increases
along with the amount of
facilities constructed at JMU.
"There is a lot of good things
involved with being a big
university, but when they
decide to make a move upward, all of the changes have
to be made at once," he said.
Gripkey is a sophomore
making his first bid for an
SGA office, although he has
B-eviously been involved as a
all Council member and is
currently a member of Tau
Kappa Epsilon fraternity.

9

'Stagnant describes SGA now, Mondloch says
By LOUIS EACHO
Stagnation is the best way to
describe the ideas of the
Student Government
Association this year, according to SGA presidential
candidate, Kevin Mondloch.
"I believe I have a lot of
concrete plans that could help
the students and
the
university, while aiding my
own development as a
leader," Mondloch said.
Implementing a four-day
school week is Mondloch's
major campaign goal. This
proposal is designed to save
energy by closing all of the
academic
buildings
on
Fridays, he said.
"The response I have
received from the administrators, faculty and
students that I have talked to
has been very positive,"
Mondloch said.

II

Kevin Mondloch

NOT ONLY will a four-day
school week save James
Madison
University
a
minimum of $160,000 in fuel
onVe-leefrWity ahBNtatet! Wrt

it would help create more of
an
"extracurricular
atmosphere" here, according to
Mondloch.
Four-day school weeks have
been put into operation at
Emory and Henry College and
Richard Bland College, both
located in Virginia, and
Gilford College in Greensboro,
N.C. Summer sessions at JMU
also will be converting to a
four-day week to help aid longdistance commuters, Mondloch noted.
The fifth day here could be
used as a reading day, a time
for professors to have office
hours and an opportunity for
students to become involved
in extracurricular activities,
Mondloch said. Faculty
members also could use this
time to work on their own
research projects, he said.
THE SAVINGS provided to
the student by a four-day
school week would help offset
the ever-increasing price of
attending JMU, according to
•Mondloobf 'Staple.. • MU

eventually have to make some
sort of sacrifices to afford the
costs of attending the
university," he said.
Another
project
that
Mondloch says he would like
to implement if elected is a 24hour Cash Flow banking
service to be located outside
the student center. "A lot of
students have Cash Flow
cards, but they cannot use
them on the campus or in the
Harrisonburg area," he said.
Although officials at the
campus branch of Virginia
National Bank have shown no
inclination to set up a 24-hour
banking service, Mondloch
says he plans to try to get the
assistance of Fred Hilton,
VNB vice president and JMU
public relations official.
"IF ENOUGH students ask
for the service, they should
provide it," according to
Mondloch.
Another
project
that
Mondloch says he hopes to
begin with VNB is an insured
. .*> .(Continued .on, Page.tf j ».♦,
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Worner: President needs 'ability and drive
By LOUIS EACHO
"Personally, I think it only
takes ability and the drive to
work to be Student Government Association president,"
according to candidate, Scott
Worner.
Although Worner said he
does not believe the SGA is
doing a particularly bad job,
he would like to see the group
become a useful tool for
everyone. Students should feel
comfortable about coming to
the SGA and expressing any
problems they may have, he
said.
The junior art education
major does not plan any
specific structural changes in
the SGA if elected, but said he
would like to see the group act
in a quicker and smoother
fashion.

Scott Worner

AS FAR AS setting a
platform
of
campaign
promises, Worner said that it
would be wiser to "just wait
and see what comes up next
year. Anyone that makes a lot
of promises will usually end
up eating their words."
Anyone who is elected for
the first time into an
organization such as the SGA
is not going to walk right in
and
make
immediate
changes, he added. "If it
already works, keep it."
However, the most important goal the SGA should
always be striving for is to
provide services to students
and make their life more
enjoyable," Worner said.
Inexperience is the only
factor that Worner says may
work against him, but "I
believe I can do the job as well

as anyone else and plan to
work as hard as I can."
The SGA is the voice of the
students, but it "does not have
the final say" over the administration in anything of
major importance, he added.
ALTHOUGH WORNER said
he plans to actively campaign
to be SGA president, he does
not plan to be out in front of
the Warren University Union
on election day "pushing
himself on people." He said
that he just has never felt
comfortable around the type
of candidate who practically
demands students to vote for
him.
Worner has been a member
of the varsity track team here
for the past three years and
currently is serving as
Graphics Editor for The
Breeze, while also writing the
comic strip, Madisonman.

Walker proposes drastic changes for SGA
By LOUIS EACHO
Running
for
Student
Government
Association
President for the second year
in a row, Alvin Walker calls
himself "a highly silent
candidate for the highly silent
majority." Therefore, the
candidate has done no active
campaigning.
"I want to see a drastic
change in the SGA," according to Walker who added
"those that cannot remember
the past administration of
Dave Martin are condemed to
repeat it."
Walker said his major goal
is to restructure the SGA into
a "smaller and more effective
body." The SGA is so large
that too many people wind up
not doing anything, he said.
Instead of electing SGA
senators from either the
residence halls or the commuter population, Walker said
he would like to see them
elected from the four individual schools on campus.

idea was voiced by former
SGA president Mike DeWitt
who is now a member of the
Board of Visitors here, he
noted.
This smaller body would
lead to greater participation
among members of the InterHall Council and the Commuter Student Committee,
according to Walker. These
two groups would serve on a
committee system similar to
the one now made up of SGA
senators, while the senators
would serve on the various
university commissions, he
said.
Having two bodies directly
representing students will
lead to broadening the group
of students involved with
student government, while
allowing for a smaller
decision-makingbody, Walker
Although other candidates
have called for a decrease in
the SGA president's salary,
Walker said he would like to
see it increased so that the
SGA president could have the
"mobility" to represent
James Madison University at
the local and state government levels.
Eliminating SGA support

CHOOSING four or five
people to represent each
school would give the senate a
body of only 16 to 20 people,
instead of the present 45 or 46
members. Walker said. This

I
I
I
I
I
I

for any type of chapel" or
religious center is another
goal that Walker said he
would like to achieve if
elected. No student government should be involved in
this type of issue, he said.
APPOINTING an additional
activities coordinator for the
University Program Board is
a project that Walker believes
is needed to diversify the
types of concert that are
brought to this campus. JMU
needs someone, along with
Jerry Weaver, who can
broaden the contacts that the
UPB has with various music
sponsors, he said.
A move towards independence of The Breeze is
also needed if the newspaper
will continue toward an increased
degree
of
professionalism, according to
Walker. Although student
subscriptions could still be
used to help finance the
newspaper, the SGA should
have no power to approve its
budget, he said.
Unlike other candidates,
Walker says he has decided
not to do any active campaigning Pince it only would
incite "mud slinging. I figure,

WM BUFFET
An "ALL YOU CAN EAT
brunch with all the trimmin's !
For * pleaiaat and satisfying Sunday, coma to our BRUNCH! You'll en
joy golden pancakei, (with a variety of topping!) bacon ft am, COUNTRY HAM, creamed chipped beef, southern triad chicken, shrimp craok,
roaat steam ship round of beef, baked apples and a lot moral Help
yourself to our dessert and sundae bai. It's really the beat branch in town
, e
and with our special pricas for children
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experience as an SGA senator
and has filled the vacant
senate seat left open in
Spotswood Hall for the
remainder of this semester.

157 Warsaw Ave.
Turn at light at JMU's Front Entrance
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Located in thiTALME R HOUSE (cron the budge from tha parkina dock)

those students interested in
the election will read The
Breeze to find out about all of
the candidates."
Walker has had previous
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Davison supports optional (lining contracts
By DONNA SIZEMORK
If elected to the position of
legislative vice-president of
the Student Government
Association, Marie Davison
promises to work hard and use
the benefit of his past experience to work for the
student's needs and concerns.
Davison, a 20-year-old
junior from Virginia Beach,
majoring in Communication
Arts, is running unopposed for
legislative vice-president in
the April 1st SGA elections.
Davison's platform has
seven main points, the most
important being optional
dining hall contracts for
students, he said. This year
the candidate served as
chairman for the Food Services Advisory Committee,
which be said was responsible
for implementing a number of
changes in dining at James
Madison University.
The optional dining contracts would enable resident
students to purchase a 14meal plan instead of the
mandatory 21-meal plan now
in effect.

Mark Davison

DAVISON BELIEVES that
many students do not eat
breakfast, and therefore
would benefit from a plan that
only includes lunch and
dinner.
Organization of outdoor
areas for student activities,
entertainment and parties is
the second aspect of Davison's
platform.
He also supports the construction
of
a
nondenominational chapel on
campus. Davison believes
students need a place to
worship in the manner they
choose, without having to
worry about noise.
Creating objective and nonprejudiced funding of clubs
and organizations is also
advocated by Davison.
"A lot of senators support
some clubs while not supporting others," he said,
adding that he hopes to
resolve this problem.
Trying to establish a sense
of cooperation between the
SGA and The Breete is

another objective.. Davison
compares past relationships
to that of "the Hatfields and
McCoys."

THE CANDIDATE believes
a great deal of the animosity
thaU. exists between The
Breeie and the SGA stems
from past years rather than
present situations, and he
hopes to work with The Breeze
to end this.
The establishment of a pub
on campus is another of his
goals. He believes a pubjs
needed now that contract
transfers are accepted at
Duke's Grill. "I'd like to see a
pub to give students a place to
go where they can relax,"
Davison said, adding that
possibly entertainment could
be provided there.
The final point in Davison's
platform is the reissuance of
student buying power cards.
Through this program, ID
holders would be able to
receive discounts with local
merchants.
Davison added that Dave
Martin,
current
SGA
president, has been working
with Bridgewater College and
Eastern Mennonite College in
a cooperative effort to have
the cards reissued. Davison
to expand and continue
designate a place for more hopes
to
work
on this project
outdoor events such as Spring
Fling.
DAVISON PLANS to bring
an
extensive variety of exSnead views the job of perience
to the SGA. He
administrative vice-president served as SGA
senator for two
as a "liasion between the years, on his dorm
council
student body and ad- for three years, as hall
member of
ministration." He sees one of
the Food Advisory Committee
his advantages as the good for
two years and as com
working relationships he now
•
mittee
chairman this year, as
hold with the members of the
student
consumer service
administration.
member, member of the
University Program Board
His past experience in- House Committee and as
cludes serving as an SGA assistant music director at
senator this year and chair- WMRA.
man of the Building and
Davison's career goals
Grounds Committee. He also include working with a
served on the Planning and national TV network or radio
Development and Student station or with an organization
Services Commission. He is a such as the Ford or Carnegie
member of Inter-Fraternity Commission. Someday he
Council, Theta Chi, and the would like to serve on the
International Relations
Federal
Communications
Society.
Commission.

Snead wants easier access to funds
BY CINDY RUSSELL
Gathering ideas from more
students, promoting the
continuation
of
outdoor
events, and allowing SGA
funds to be distributed more
freely to students are the ma in
goals of administrative vicepresidential candidate, Steve
The 21-year-old political
science major is currently
running unopposed for next
year's office.
Snead, an SGA senator from
Greek Row, said the position
of
administrative
vicepresident was "very well run
this year by Chuck Cunningham." Snead wants to do
just as good a job as Cunningham but would like the
office to be even more open to
students.
To achieve greater rapport
with students, Snead plans to
attend various hall council
Steve
and dorm meetings to allow
input directly into the .student access to SGA money
Executive Council.
citing this year as an example
where only half of the
Snead sees a need for easier allocated money has been

Snead
used with less than a fourth of
the school year remaining. He
would also like to set up some
guidelines
and
perhaps
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Sulik stresses 'lack of ties with the old ways
By CINDY ELMORE
A variety of new service and
money-saving programs for
James Madison University
are on the platform of one
candidate
for
Student
Government
Association
Treasurer.
Bill Sulik, a junior public
administration major,
stresses his new ideas and
lack of "ties with the old
ways," as qualities needed for
the position.
"I think my talents lie in the
areas of administration and
finances and I think I'm very
non-political,
which
is
something
the treasurer
should be," he said
Sulik transferred to JMU
last fall from George Mason
University and served as
commuter
senator
and
finance committee member
for the fall semester.
After moving on campus in
January, be lost his eligibility
for the senate, but has
remained active as a studentat-large member of the
curriculum and instruction

committee, and as supervisor
of the last SGA used
booksale—a job requiring the
turnover of more than $50,000.

groups could be prepared with
facts
and
figures
for
presentation to the finance
committee and senate.

IN
ADDITION,
Sulik
worked for one year as a teller
and a service representative
for a bank.
"So I think I know a lot
about banking,
handling
money and different investment programs " be said.
"I also feel working with the
SGA this year has helped me
get to know the school."
Programs that Sulik would
like to initiate next year if
elected include:
—increased wisdom used in
the SGA's operation of the
student activities budget, such
as switching the $14,000
reserve account from its
present five and a half percent-interest passport account
to a money market certificate
or treasury bill, enabling it to
collect 14.95 percent interest.
—an advising program for
student organizations
requesting SGA funds, so the

—THE
ISSUANCE
of
Student Buying Power cards
and other local consumerinterest pr^rams to students,
—the creation of a consumer services office to
compare local commodity
prices and to act as a
university "Better Business
Bureau"-type
office
for
students.
—the possible set-up at a
food co-op on campus which
would sell dry foods at cost to
students and faculty members, and be operated solely
by students receiving credit
for their work, possibly
marketing and management
majors. University President
Dr. Ronald Carrier supports
this proposal, Sulik said.
—adding to and improving
existing student services.
Sulik believes mis year's
SGA "was a little too

Bill Sulik

Watkins supports reduction in SGA salaries
By CINDY ELMORE
One candidate for Student
Government
Association
treasurer has not set foot on
James Madison University
soil for more than three
months.
He is Jim Watkins and he
runs his campaign from
England, as a current participant in the Semester-in■HHIIIIIIMIIIIimi

HllllimilHmittHI

London program.
But Watkins has not
dropped his concern for the
students or for the SGA in his
absence, according to Gary
Beugnet, campaign manager.
This election is Watkins'
second bid for an SGA office.
He ran last year for legislative
vice president and lost to
Robin Lawrence by some 67

votes in a run-off election.
"We consider him our
senator at large," Beugnet
said. "Al WiUner (SGA
senator), has kept in contact
with him about the current

imwiwHiiiiiiiimMWi

CHECK OUT THESE
SPECIALS!
ELVIS COSTELLO
"Get Happy"

WATKINS HAS been an
SGA commuter senator for
two and a half years, chair

man of the finance committee
last year and chairman of the
curriculum and instruction
committee last fall. He is the
only
commuter
student
running for an SGA position.
As finance
committee
chairman, be "did a lot to
keep things organized and
tempers down," during the
often-emotional spring budget
hearings, Beugnet said, adding, "he knows how the
system works from last year.
He's worked closely with the
treasurer. He is probably the
best qualified person on this
campus; the only problem
with this election is that he's
not here to campaign for
himself."
In addition, the junior public
administration major handled
$4.5 million last summer in an
internship with the U.S.
Forestry Service.
IF ELECTED, Watkins
would like to implement the
following changes :
—a monthly itemized listing
of how student activities fees
are spent
by
campus
organizations. "If the money
is spent to send the
Philodendron Club to a convention in Ottawa, students
have a right to know about it,"
Beugnet said
—the establishment of
standards for SGA front-end
budgeting, so that any student
(Continued on Page 17)

THE CLASH
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"Earth & Sky"

SGA. Jim's aware of what's
going on in SGA right now."
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Currie believes SGA must
begin to work for students
By
JOE
BURGER
"The SGA
working for
cording to
candidate
Government

SCHNECKENhas got to start
students," acKathy Currie,
for
Student
Association

secretary. "There is not really
any input from students, even
through senators."
Currie is a sophomore
senator from Dingleaine Hall
who believes the SGA is
currently
lacking
in

Kathy Currie

"cooperation
and
understanding."
If
elected
secretary, she said she would
try to promote cooperation
among executive council
members and between the
council and the senate.'
"People don't use their
offices to the best of their
ability,'" Currie said. She
would like to see some type of
SGA get-together at the
beginning of each year so the
people could get to know each
other and their job.
Currie, a member of the
Food
Services
advisory
committee and the Commission for Undergraduate
Studies, said she would use the
secretary's executive council
position to work to eliminate
the annual Christmas dance.
She said the dance is
scheduled at a bad time, not
publicized
enough,
and
students aren't interested in
attending it anyway.sw
"The contingency fund
money should be used better,"
Currie said. Money still left in
the fund should be spent on
groups and clubs.
Currie is a political science
major, rumoring in paralegal
studies and business. She is a
member of Young Americans
for Freedom
and
the
Paralegal Society. She has
done secretarial work for the
government
during
the
summer. After graduation she
plans to work as a clerk in a
law office before going on to
law school.

LeRoy hopes to improve
communication in SGA
By
JOE
SCHNECKENBURGER
"The SGA has the potential
to become a much better
organization. The problem
(holding it back) is lack of
communication," according
to Gail LeRoy, candidate for
Student Government
Association secretary.
LeRoy, a junior senator
from Hoffman Hall said as
SGA secretary she would
work to improve communication and cooperation.
Students should-be informed
more about the SGA, she said.
More people should be at
senate meetings than just
SGA senators c;;.i-"«fficers.
Currently a member of the
food services advisory, public
relations
and
booksale
coordinating
committees,
LeRoy, if elected, said she
would push for several
programs. She would like to
see recreational hours expanded in Godwin and
Keezell.
She said she would like to
see some kind of housing
preference
for
students
returning to dorms after being
away student teaching for a
block. She would work for
more off-campus phone lines.
LeRoy sees the Christmas
dance as a tradition that
should be continued. Its past
problems stem from lack of
publicity, she said. She would
work for its success.

be developed that would
create interaction between the
school and the community.
LeRoy, a political science
major is currently secretary
for Young Americans for
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Freedom. She has held two
summer
jobs
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secretarial experience. Her
career goals lie with the
National Security Agency.
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• Watkins

SNORKEL
(FIREWATER) GLASSES
BACK IN STOCK
17 E. Market Street

—THE PLACEMENT of
more flexibility into the SGA's

downtown

CHUCK CUNNINGHAM

(Continued from Page 12)
checking policy. Under this
plan, students could write
checks for up to $50 after
paying a $10 fee that would be
put into a special fund. Bad
checks that are sent through
VNB would be sent back to the
SGA for them to collect along
with a minimal service
charge, Mondloch says.
This plan would help of-

SGA President
Qualifications:
• SGA Administrative Vice President
• University Council Member

• SGA Senator - 2 years
• Liason, Faculty Senate
VOTE FOR Continued Dedication and Experience
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ficials at VNB collect money
from bad checks quicker,
Mondloch said,
thereby
eliminating much of the inside
paper work.
Mondloch has served as a
student-at-large member of
the SGA communications and
public relations committee,
chairman of both the
sophomore class and ring
committee, and is a resident
advisor for Ikenberry Hall.

WMRA features new programs

• Member, All Five University Commissions

r

Rules for Disbursement of
Student Fees, "so that each
year the SGA can reinterpret
them as present needs may
indicate," Beugnet said.
—the reduction of SGA
salaries, as well as equivalent
scholarships of any other
student organizations.
Watkins "is always saying
the SGA could do more if we
could avoid the politics,"
Beugnet said. "He'd like to
see more responsibilities,
because we are there to serve
the students."

+Mondloch

ELECT

I

(Continued from Page 18)
organizations
projecting
needs of more than a certain
specified amount are required
to apply.
For example, such standards would have prevented
the SGA's denial of funds to
the Black Student Alliance
this year, since it would have
been required to apply for
those funds last spring,
Beugnet said.
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The Miller Brewing Company
— is pleased to announce
that

LEE OWEN
has received
I

The month of April will
bring three new public affairs
programs to the air as WMRA
features "School Talk,"
"Plants and Man," and
"Eating In."
"School Talk" is designed to
give area colleges and high
schools an opportunity to
publicize the latest happenings at each institution.

"School Talk" will air every
Monday night at 10 p.m.
during the school year,
replacing the Mother Earth
News.
"Plants and Man" is coproduced by WMRA and the
James Madison University
Department of Biology The
program will be heard every
Friday at 8:42 a.m. and 4:42
p.m. beginning April 11.

BACK ALLEY
BIKES
NOW HAS THEIR
SPRING
SHIPMENT OF
BICYCLES IN
AND MORE ARE
ON THE WAY!!!
($155.00 and up )
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BACK ALLET BIKES

Bicycles and Mopeds!
Sales and Service
Open 10-6 Tues.- Sat.

for outstanding
performance as a
campus representative
=

Shank Beverages, Distributor
|Q 1979 Miller Brewing Company, Milwaukee. Wisconsin
Si

'
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Upstairs on the corner of
Water and Main in
Downtown Harrisonburg.
We also have backpacksjocks,
and a full line of accessories.
j iVv i i
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Du Val: Honor suspensions need follow-up
BY TRICIA FISCHETTI
Barry DuVal believes the
reason he is running unopposed for Honor Council
president is because he
started his campaign back in
February.
"I don't think it's an undesired position," the junior
from Newport News said.
"Others may have been intimidated, but they shouldn't
have been."

for the Honor Council." Duval
met Rack at last summer's
transfer student orientation
session and became interested
in the Honor Council.
DuVal would like the honor
code to be included in both
teacher and student handbooks next fall "This would
be a way to publicize the code
to faculty, so that they can
become more aware of it," he
said. "By it being there,

a voice in the Honor Coucil. "I
would
also
welcome
suggestions from students in
general." he said.
DuVal said the honor code
allows privileges to students
of whicn they are not aware.
Students may take a test a day
early, if they sign the hvnor
pledge and nave
their
teacher's permission,
he
explained, adding that he

Too often feeling* come into play when
a ca$e should be judged on its merit9
Originally
there
were
rumors of other possible
candidates, but DuVal said he
paid no attention to them.
"Too often people run against
someone instead of for the
office," be said. 'They should
run for a position because they
think they can provide a
service to the university—
that's why I'm running."
A transfer student this year
from Christopher Newport
College in Newport News,
DuVal has not actively participated in the present Honor
Council. "I have been very
involved with the SGA this
year," the Gifford Hall
senator said, "and I didn't
want to spread myself too
thin."
DUVAL SAID he has done
"critical thinking" for issues
coming before die Honor
Council this year, and has
spoken with current president
Kevin Rack "about directions

teachers will become more
responsible for it."
As part of his platform,
Duval said he would like to
create a follow-up system for
suspensions
of
honor
violators. "One person could
be suspended, and it is like
water off a duck's back,'" he
said, "but for others, it is a
devastating experience."

TO LESSEN this problem
and to "add a more personal
touch," Duval would like to
send letters to suspended
students.
"Basically the
letters would wish the
students well and let them
know they have the opportunity to reapply to the
university," he said.
'The system is designed to
help students deal with being
suspended from a state
university," he said.
The candidate said he would
like to give representatives of
JMU's four academic schools

would like honor pledges to be
required on all tests.

.\

BETTER TRAINING is
needed forall people who sit in
on actual honor cases, DuVal
said. "Too often, feelings
come into play," he said,
"when a case should be
judged on its merit. We need a
Koln rv*P

"That's where it counts—
when the case is actually
heard. All the other parts are
ornaments."
DuVal is a member of the
SGA's Food Services Advisory
and Public Relations Committees. He recently completed work on a brochure for
incoming freshmen on what
the SGA is and how they may
participate in it. In his two
years at Christopher Newport,
he was actively involved in the
college's Youth for Christ
organization.
A psychology major with a
minor in para-legal studies,
DuVal plans a career as a
military lawyer.

Barry DuVal

Nelson feels Honor Council lacks publicity
By BOBBY GIRARDI
Publicity is the major area
in which Honor •Council policy
could be improved, according
to Pam Nelson, currently
running unopposed for the
position of Honor Council vice
president.
"Presently
the
honor
system is doing very well,"
Nelson said, "but if I had to
Kck one thing that I could
tip, it would be publicity."

which could possibly have
presented some conflict-ofinterest for his daughter's
candidacy.
Nelson's
support
of
publicity, however, takes on
discretionary limits when
applying to individual cases.
"I'm in support of publicizing
convictions as long as they
protect people's rights and
don't release information that
would give away the person's
identity," she said.

students should be able to get
in touch with them if they
have any questions."
Nelson attributes her lack of
opposition for Honor Council
vice president to an apprehension
for
political
responsibility shared by some
students with no prior political
experience.
"I can see how Dads
position might have been a
conflict-of-interest,"
Pam

'Students don't know their Honor
Council representative.'

Pam Nelson

Nelson bases her campaign
platform on the idea of
making the honor code a part
of students' lives, a facet of
the university that they should
feel is essential. With proper
manipulation of publicity, she
believes this can be done.
"It is through publicity that
we can get into the minds of
the students," Nelson said.
"For example at UVa., each
student thinks the honor code;
here, there are a few students
that don't even realize we
have one."
To promote the average
JMU student's recognition of
the honor code, Nelson intends
to institute programs in
residence
halls
where
students can discuss honor
issues with Honor Council
officials. She also intends to
urge the display of permanent
signs in educational buildings,

Nelson, a sophomore, comes
from a family deeply involved
with the university. Her
father, Dr. William Nelson, is
head of the political science
department; her mother,
Eileen Nelson is a psychology
professor, her brother is a
senior here and the family's
pet is none other than Duke,
the university mascot.
Until recently Nelson's
father also was Honor Council
coordinator for the University, and in this position,
oversaw all honor-related
issues. This was a position
reminding individuals of their
honor code responsibilities
and listing the names and
phone numbers of Honor
Council members.
"Students don't know their
Honor Council representatives," she said. "There are
four from each school;

said. "But he resigned way
before I ever picked up a
declaration of intent to run for
vice president"
"I talked "to a lot of people
who wanted to run," she said,
"but it can scare people off if
they don't have any experience."
Pam has previously served
one year as an SGA senator, is
a political science major and a
JMU cheerleader.
The Honor Council vice
president's post is one that
carries a lot of responsibilities, she said. "I would be
in charge of the financial
aspects of the Council. I would
be a voting member, and I
would arrange all trials "But
most of all," she concluded, "I
think the Honor Council vice
president should be compassionate and interested in
fair play and due process."

4
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'Endless hours* are a way of
life for a multi-talented artist
By LUIS GREEN
To be an artist one must
have "an interest so deep that
a person is willing to work
endless hours and put forth an
infinite amount of his time"
while also taking constructive
criticism.
Sarah Dei trick, a James
Madison
University
art
major, said this concerning
art. Deitrick's interest in art
has always led her to endless
study.
When she came to JMU to
study she was in her 50s. She
has, she said, "never stopped
studying.".
She began to study art at the
age of ten. While attending
high school, she also attended
the Abbott School of Art in the
District of Columbia. Later

she attended the Columbia
Institute of Technology in the
District of Columbia and
Virginia Southern College in
Roanoke.
Dei trick has studied early
American
decorating
in
Boston. She has also taught
early American decorating
classes for various groups in
the area and also repaired at
least 50 antique pieces.
4

WHILE WORKING in early
American decorating she
said she began experimenting
"with various
overglaze
painting techniques on porcelain. This lead to the
establishment of her porcelain
business. She sold her jewelry
from coast to coast in the
United States for 12 years

until her studies left little time
for her business.
Deitrick originally came to
JMU in 1974 to study metal
work and add this line to her
jewelry business. After a few
weeks she decided to work
toward a degree.
She began with no credit
hours since two of the schools
she had attended had closed.
In May, Deitrick will graduate
with a bachelor's degree in
fine arts.
While studying at JMU,
Deitrick showed selected
pieces of her metal jewelry at
the Yeatts
Gallery
in
Roanoke. This was the first
goldsmith show in the state,
she said. She was one among
(Continued on Page 22)

The Madisonians

Hit music and choreography
highlight 'Best of 70s' show
By SUE FITCH
An
extraordinary
arrangement
of
contemporary music spiced with
flashy choreography will
shine on stage as the
Madisonians present a "Best
of the 70s" show.
The Madisonians, James
Madison University's choral
and dance group, will present
their spring performance
Friday at 8 p.m. in Wilson
Hall.
Hit tunes such as "Listen to
the Music," "Three Times a
Lady,," "I've Got the Music in
Me" and several other
popular songs of the seventies
will be featured in the show.
"We use popular modern
songs and add a few old
favorites,"
said
Sandra
Cryder, director for the
Madisonians.
The Madisonians have
recently returned from a tour
of four southern states. They
visited North and South
Carolina.
Georgia,
and
Florida. In Florida thev

performed on the "New
Tomorrow Stage" at Walt
Disney World to a packed
auditorium.
"WE BEGAN with a small
crowd that ended up standing
room only at the end of the
performance," Cryder said of
the Walt Disney show. "The
Madisonians are at their best
ever."
JMU senior Lesley Bryant
said, "Walt Disney World was
wonderful. It was the greatest
experience I've had with the
Madisonians. I've been with
the Madisonians three years
and it's been a great experience.
I
think
the
Madisonians are by far the
best collegiate musical performing group in Virginia,"
Bryant added.
Other members of the
Madisonians are as enthusiastic as Bryant.
"I've learned so much with
the Madisonians. Last year I
performed, this year I'm a
sound technician," said junior

music major Thom Davis. "I
can't think of a better opportunity to learn sound at
JMU."
Rocky Reuter, director of
the jazz-rock combo that
accompanies
the group,
"They are a very professional
group. It's a pleasure having
them give my arrangements
the exposure they need for
publication."
The Madisonians, formed in
1973, have performed by invitation at" the National
Convention of Jazz Educators,
Music
Educator's
Conventions,
and
American
Choral Director's Convention.
The Madisonians will soon
be appearing in the MidAtlantic Vocal Jazz and Show
Choir Competition to be held
at JMU April 25-26. The
competition is open to five
divisions of schools from the
junior high level to the
collegiate level. The best show
choirs in the nation will be in
competition
with
the
Madisonians.

SARAH DEITRICK, a JMU art major plans to continue
her jewelry-making career and study painting.

Artfile

—

Center Attic

Ed Michael

On Friday March 28, at 8.00 p.m. in the Center Attic of
the student center, the JMU American Studies program
wUl sponsor a performance of traditional American
music by local musicians. Featured will be Ed Micheal
award winning fiddler from Port Republic, and a group
named Valley Express. Also appearing will be the Elk
Run String Band, a local old-timey group that Ed helped
to organize (he plays mandolin) and that has won
awards at festivals around the state.

Betsy Kaske
MOUNTAIN RAILROAD Records recording artist
Betsy Kaske will be appearing at JMU's Center Attic
on Tuesday, April 1, at 8 p.m.
Kaske, who has played in concert with people such as
Leon Redbone and Tom Rush, plays acoustic blues.
"My guitar is my best friend," says Kaske, "I
wouldn't be without him."
Kaske is a native of Wisconson, a state she calls "the
poor man's Colorado." When not touring the east
coast, she resides there and writes songs and records.

Music recital
HARRRISONBURG—James Madison University musk
student Timothy C. Niebergall will present a recital on
Friday, March 28, at 3 p.m. in JMU's Wilson Hall
Auditorium.
Niebergall, a composer, will be directing members of
JMU's music department as they play several of his
works. He will also play the horn during the recital.
The recital is sponsored by the JMU music department and is open to the public at no charge.

Painting exhibit
HARRISONBURG—An exhibition of painting by James
Madison University students Nancy Boland and Polly
Holden will be displayed at the HarrisonburgRockingham Society from March 24 through April 3.
The historical society is located at 301 South Main
Street in Harrisonburg and is open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday. ^
The exhibit is open to the public at no charge.

Print exhibition

THE MADISONIANS will present a
se lection of popular songs from the 70s Friday

at 8 p.m. in Wilson Hall.
inoi)
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HARRISONBURG—Five James Madison University art
students have had work accepted for the llth annual
Virginia Student Print Exhibition.
Rita McCaslin won the first prize purchase awa rd,
Andy Black won the second prize award and Nemo Sease
won an honorable mention award.
The other two students to have their work accepted for
tfc* exhibition are Alison Amato and Marty Newman.
Tne exhibition will be on display at the University
union Art Gallery at Virginia Tech from March 24
through April 12.
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Pholo by JeM Spaulding

THE DUKES- DENNIS KNIGHT scores against Rider College on
Sunday. When JML played George Mason on Tuesday. Knight
didn't cross the plate, but he did knock in three runs to ice the

Duke.'7-2 victory over the Patriots. The Duke* played Virginia in
a doubleheader on Thursday,
(

Baseball Dukes easily handleGeorge Mason
FAIRFAX-The
James
Madison University Dukes'
baseball team improved its
season record to 8-3 with a 7-2
win . over George Mason
University
Tuesday
afternoon
It was JMU's eighth win in
its last nine games, while
preparing for its big in-state
match in the form of a
doubleheader against the
University of Virginia here
Thursday afternoon.
The Dukes' catcher Russ
Dickerson kept his hitting
streak alive at 11 games with
his first inning single the
drove in the the games first
run Dickerson is hitting
better than .500 this season
Pitcher Mark Dacko picked
up his second win of the
season compared to no losses.

Correction
Junior swimmer Maria
Grosz did qualify for AllAmerica status with her 12place finish at the Nationals.
The Breeze incorrectly said
Grosz missed All-America
status by one spot.
Also the article neglected to
state the 100-yard freestyle
relay team of Grosz, Patty
Soboleski, Kay Conners and
Cecelia Dwyer finished in 17th
spot at the nationals.
The men's track team did
not break six records, instead
the team topped a remarkable
16 school and various other
marks.

JMU dumps Patriots to up string to eight
He pitched the complete seven
innings for JMU Before the
game he had a 1 80 earned run
average, while both runs were
earner by George Mason
First baseman Lorenzo
Bundy upped his runs-batted-

in total to eight with a threerun homer to put JMU ahead
for good. Bundy seemed to
break out of his early-season
batting slum, which left his
average suffering at 150
before the game, with a three

for five performance
Dennis Knight. JMU's third
baseman, also drove in three
runs Knight upped his KB I
total to seven with the shot
In the Dukes' eight for nine
streak. JMU has chalked up

two wins against Georgia
State. Alderson-Broaddus and
Kider JMU also has beaten
Virginia Military and the
Patriots in single games
The win tied Dacko for the
most wins on the staff with
Dave Blondino and John
Kwiatkoski, who also possess
2-0 marks.

Archery
JMU freshman Ka^fhold takes Mid-Atlantic
crown
•'
*

James Madison University
freshman
Rob
Kaufhold
(Smoketown. Pa.) won the
men's collegiate division at
the Mid-Atlantic Indoor Archery Championships held
Saturday and Sunday in
Reading, Pa.
Kaufhold shot a 569 to edge
Henry Churchill of Atlantic
Community College who shot
a 565. JMU sophomore Steve
Falzone (Bridgeton, N.J.)
finished sixth with a 538
Sophomore
Janet
McCullough
(Mercer,
Pa.)
finished
second
in the
women's division to lead the
JMU women's competition
which was won by Janet
Dorman of Ramapo College
with a 544.
Junior Sandy
Williams
(Courtland, Va.)
-ished
fourth with a 511 an;:
*hman Sue King (Coatesvule,
Pa ) placed sixth with a 494
The JMU women's team

compiled 2001 points for its
first place finish. Barnard was
second with 1937 points.
The JMU men's team
finished second of nine teams
in the men's division. Atlantic
Community College won the

«•

men's division with 2171 points
while JMU compiled 2097
points for second place.
JMU won the mixed team
division with 2123 points.
Atlantic was second with 2110

*

■$■.

points.
JMU will compete in the
39th annual Lancaster Indoor
Archery Tournament this
weekend (March 29-30) in
Lancaster. Pa.

Artis Benshoff top records
James Madison University
senior Jeff Artis (Winchester,
Va.) set a meet record in the
120-yard high hurdles and
senior
Mike
Benshoff
(Fredericksburg, Va.)
established a school record in
the 1500 meter run on
Saturday (March 22) at the
Richmond Relays.
Artis established the meet
record of 14.1 seconds in the
semifinals and then finished
third in the finals with a time
of 14.6 seconds.
Benshoff finished second in

the 1500 meter run with a time
of 3:47.3. The previous JMU
record of 3:53.9 was held by
Mike Greehan.
The JMU sprint medley
relay team of seniors Benshoff, Ted Jones (Alexandria,
Va.) and Mike Thompson
(Baltimore, Md>, and junior
Zack Clark (Newport News,
Va) also established a school
record with a time of 3:38.8.
The previous record was
3:329 The JMU team finished
third in the event at the Rich
mond Relays

Other top finishes for the
Dukes were a second by junior
David Glover (Gladstone.
Va.) in the triple jump
(47'6"t. a fifth by senior
Richard
Ferguson
(Appomattox. Va.) in the 5.000
meter run 114:46.81: a fifth by
freshman Therron Phipps
(Greensboro, N.C.) in the long
jump (22'5'v ") and a sixth by
junior Mike King (Roanoke,
Va.i in the long jump i'22'4").
No team scores were kept at
the relays.

.
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s close decision to Richmond, 6-3
'We gave a good effort today* —Arbogast
B) IJENNIS SMITH
The freshmen dominated men's tennis
team lust a 6-3 decision i" the University of
Richmond at home Wednesday afternoon
But (he loss, which dropped (he Dukes
match record to 8-6, was a sort of victory
for the team
Last season, the Spiders shutout James
Madison University with little trouble, 9-0 ■
We
()ave a good effort today." said
he,id coach Jack Arbogasf'They'rei good
team of players and we played well in
most spots We could have won the match
if a couple of close matches had gone" our
way
.
■

seed Kevin McLure, (>:t. i> 4
JMI
needed to sweep the doubles
matches lo win the match, but Richmond's
experience finally wore down the Dukes, in
the later seKs of the matches

bashjell Snead got JMU s only, doubles

win with a (i 3, (> :t win over Mendez
Beverage in the second seed match,
Meanwhile. Parsons RobiRson slipped
by Michel McManis. 64', 7-5 in the top-seed
match, and the Spiders third seed team
Barrazota McLure got by Rob Locker
Bryan Bostic in three sets. 6-4, 3-0, 6 3
Michel's singles win upped his in
dividual season record to 7-5, while Snead

7 wasn't surprised by the outcome, I know
this young team can stick with most squads/
"I wasn t surprised by the outcome,
because I know this young team can stick
with most squads. Our freshmen have
been playing very well, and all we need to
win matches like this is more out of our
expereinced players
Both of the Dukes' singles victories
came from freshmen Mark Michel
dominated his top-seed opponent Richard
Barrazota, 6-1,6-2, while third-seed Bill
Dashiell took a straight-set victory from
Drew Robinson, 6-4, 6-0.
Richmond's
second-ranked
Steve
Parson handled JMU's sophomore Mark
Snead, 6-4, 6-4, and Gary Mendez topped
the Dukes' fourth-seed freshman Gary
McManis, 6-1, 6-1
Two JMU veterans were knocked off in
the lower singles matches The Spiders'
fifth-seed Brian Beverage slipped by
junior John Witt, 6-2, 7-5. And the Dukes'
senior Dave Rigotti was beaten by sixth-

dropped to 7-6 with his loss Dashiell has to
top singles record on the team at 8-5.
McManis and Rigotti s singles losses
gave them 7-7 marks. Witt also has a 7-7
record
Dashiell-Snead moved to a 5-2\-ecord in
doubles
The Dukes went 1-2 in play last week
JMU nipped Washington & Lee, 5-4, but
lost to Old Dominion, 9-0, and William &
Mary 7-2.
The loss to the Monarchs ended a fourmatch winning streak for the Dukes
Michel, Dashiell and Snead won singles
matches against the Generals, while
Michel-McManis and Snead-Dashiell took
doubles matches.
Dashiell-Snead and Michel-McManis
topped Indians in doubles matches for
JMU's only wins against W&M.
The Dukes travel to Salisbury State on
Saturday.

JMU'S SOPHOMORE Mark Snead
hits a back-hand shot against Richmond On Wedensday. Snead lost a

Photo by Nancy Dattlngtr

close match and so did the Dukes,
6-3.

w

Photo by Nancy Dattingar

FRESHMAN <;ARY MCMANIS concentrates
on a shot against Richmond on Wednesday
afternoon. McManis lost his singles match and

then dropped a close doubles match with
partner Mark Michel.

Pnofo by Nanc» Dettinflar

THE DUKES' Jim Dashiell
was responsible for two of
JMU's three wins against the
Spiders He won the third-seed

singles match and then
teamed with Mark Snead to
win the second-seed doubles
match.

.*
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• Artist
(Continued from Page 19)
20 to 21 goldsmiths in the
show, she said
SHE DESCRIBES metal
work as about "the most
demanding area of any area of
art." It requires "infinite
patience,' she says.
For example, Oeitrick said,
while sanding one part of the
final product, you can scratch
another area. Then you must
begin the sanding process
over working from coarse to
fine sandpaper.
Many processes can be used
in metal work. Some currently
in use are sand casting,
centrifugal casting, forging,
repousse, raising and construction. Metal work is a long
and complicated process, she
said.
An intricate piece of jewelry
will takes student two to three
weeks to complete. A sterling
silver necklace takes her
about 300 hours to complete,
she says.
The final product of such
work can only be described as
"having another child," said
this grandmother. Deitrick
said she would rather make
die Jewelry for her family and
dose friends than sell them.
A finished piece of jewelry
she has made means more to
her than the money she could
make, she said. It is hard to
put a price on something so
much effort goes into, she
said. She no longer plans to
make metal work to sell.
AFTER
receiving
her
degree in art, she plans to

study for a degree in Spanish
and French. She said she
needs "real constructive
challenges" in her life. She is
not content just to sit home
and play bridge.
The knowledge of the
languages she plans to study
would help her to be independent in foreign countries. She has already
traveled
abroad.
When
travelling she and her
husband, Stepleton Conway
Deitrick III, like to visit
places on their own and not
depend on tours, she said.
Also, Deitrick plans to
continue studying painting
and
sculpture.
She
is
presently working with ab-

stract paintings.
Explaining this "Cosmos"
series, she said, "the important thing about any
painting is the overall
design. She begins a painting
Si designing a pencil sketch,
ext she transfers it onto a
canvas.
Her "Cosmos" series is/
about "working with abstract
forms that have to do with a
feeling about the universe,"
she said.
Contemporary work is not
taken seriously by many
people in the United States.
Some people with good
educations in areas other than
art have closed minds on
comtemporary art, she said.

* Tobacco
(Continued from Page 10)
how hard to spit at the ceiling
in order to make the plug stick
fast until his roommate gets
back from the shower. At
parties, you will see him spit
straight up in the air, sip his
beer and casually catch the
wad in his mouth as it drops.
Awesome.
Spitting is the natural result
of chewing, and serious
spitters are just like serious
atheletes or artists; they want
their talent recognized To
acheive recognition these
chewers
have
organized
tournaments like the National
Tobacco Spitting Contest in
Raleigh, Miss, where con-

testants spit for distance
records of over 25 feet
One of perrenial winners at
the Raleigh matches was
George Craft, hailed by many
as "the spittenest man you
ever did see." George,
perhaps better than any other
man,
summed up the
romantic allure and excitement of the spit when he
said, "A spitter's greatest joy
lies in hitting a moving target,
preferably a cat, chickens or
snakes. You ought to see a cat
run when you spit in his eye."
Now there's a guy who
sounds like fun at parties. It
just goes to show that tobacco
chewers can have a lot of
class—as long as they don't
spit in the water fountain.

Sat. Mar. 29 W am- 4 pm
$1.50 p*r car
Kroger parking lot- Route 33 East
\u Pledge Class of Delta Sigma PI

A&P
1.79,

Schlitz 12 oz cans
Seven-Up 16oz8pk.

1.29(
plusdepositl

Dr. Pepper 16 oz. 8 pk.

1.09,
plus deposit!

Canada Dry Ginger Ale 2/28 oz. .99(
Yogurt, Fruit on bottom 8oz.

.39*

Stouffer French Bread Pizza,
Pepperoni & Sausage

1.89^

Marvel French Fried Potatoes,
reg. & Crinkled 2 lbs. 2/.99<

*«ea
(Continued from Page 1)
The
week
long
extravaganza that Lingon envisioned as being reminiscent
of the peaceful student involvement of the 1960's would
not materialize, Lingon said.
"We could have made it
unique
with
the
administration's help."
"Without it, it's just another
fund raiser," he said The
administration would have
had to help to get Mrs. Carter
to speak and to get the community to be involved, he said.
"There is a lot of public
relations involved."
Lingon did not forget his
idea, however.
He continued to contact
local businesses and bands
and has made concrete plans
for a spring Cambodia event.
Two popular groups, the All
Stars and Lokeswari, have
agreed to play benefit concerts on Tuesday, April 15 at
"The Other Place" (formerly
Gatsby's) and a third band
has issued a tentative commitment, according to Lingon.
A bike-a-thon, which Lingon
hopes will be financially
supported by local businesses,
is also scheduled for the
weekend of April 12-13, he
said.
In addition, he is trying to
have the placement of a
collection box in Dukes Grill
or Center Attic approved by
the administration.
f All money collected will be
I contributed to an organization
that has proven reputable in
allocating funds to Cambodia,
be said.
"It's starting to roll a lot
better now;'' he said recently. •

CAR WASH

"Maybe I had too big a
vision at first, but if I didn't, it
may never have gotten this
far."
"People are starving to
death in Cambodia. This is a
chance for students to help
save a life," said Lingon, a 26year-old senior at JMU.
"It's also an exercise of the
freedom of Americans. Unless
you exercise your freedom
you will lose it You can't wait
for the...damn government to
step in," he insisted.

"It's a common cause for
students and the entire
community that everyone can
relate to," he said. "In the
long run there will be
beneficial effects against
apathy."
"To me, if the college can
open its doors to a beauty
contest, I think they have a
moral obligation to get involved in something like this,"
Lingon said, referring to the
Miss JMU pageant held in
January.

Ann Page Strawberry Preserves
24 oz. 1.59I
M t. Olive Fresh Kosher Dill Strips
24 oz. .99
Ann Page Pork & Beans,
tomato sauce 37 oz. .69'
Florida Strawberries pt.

.6

Navel Oranges ea.

.15

The Rock & Roll Marathon
featuring

RibierGrapes lb.

1.18

Frank Marino &

A&P Bologna lb.

1.19'

Th« ENTERTAINMENT AMUSEMENT COPRESENTS

mahocaiuiuish
An$el
FRIDAY, APRIL 11, 8 PM
TICKETS: $5 00 LIMITED ADVANCE FESTIVAL SEATING
ON SALE: CIVIC CENTER BOX OFFICE. HERONIMUS STORES. AND BLUE
GOOSE RECORDS.
MAIL ORDERS: MARATHON CO ROANOKE CIVIC CENTER. P O BOX

ROANOKE CIVIC CENTER

Gwaltney Great Dogs lb.
Jamestown Bacon lb.
Smoked Picnics lb.
N Y Strip Steaks,
bone in. lb.

2.691
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Richard Reeves

lectures on
"Carter,Kennedy,Reagan And All Those
Other Wild And Crazy Guys"
Monday,March 31 8:00pm G/S Theatre
FREE

Coffeehouse
featuring

Betsy Kaske
April 1 8:30pm $l.bo
Take a Study Break!

Sfoe Renter #ttic
SUNDAY MOVIE

Clint Eastwood

KIRK DOUGLAS

stars in

plays a French criminal lawyer
in

Escape from Alcatraz

Paths of Glory

April 1 and 2

7:30 &10:00pm

$1.00G/S Theatre
Don't Miss the Excitement!

March 30 7:00 pm
G/S Theatre
FREE!!
*-y. -«k'--'.'---j1--""---
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By Scott Worner

Madisonman

Classifieds

UOOKS AS rMO*>0** TM*
S.G.A. SXCCTiONS ,Murv

CCn-iwo ctosc^ (t^' >

WHEN 15 ELECTION
DAY?

APRIL FOOLS PAY!

WHAT A
COINCIDENCE?

For Sale
FOR SALE: 1976 Mustang II,
Ghia, new motor, PS, PB, AC,
6 cyl., excellent condition. 8675375
after
5:00
p.m.
TYPING SERVICE: Over 10
yean experience; ftianr
tattoos, them, etc. SO cents
•y/gf
HOUSE FOR SALE:
Massanutten, 3 bedroom
beautiful furnished home
adjacent to slopes, golf
course, tennis courts, swim
club. By weekend, week or
month. Call Collect (703) 9381377.

By Andy Black

Ermine
HEY /*NAftCU>, DO Yoo KrtoW
WMK! IWmUdEtfT J»EOPl-E
PRfcANV AfeOpT ?

FOR SALE: Electronic
Equipment Rack. Standard
19* panel width, 66'//' panel
space. Bud Model RR-1264.
Brand new-$55 Call 6625 (85) and ask for Dave Trout.
FOR SALE: 1970 Dodge van
$400. For more information
896-2637.
FOR SALE: ladies Masters
cap and gown. Average height
cap-7'4.125 CaU 434-6871 after
6 p.m.

For Rent
1 OR 2 BEDROOMS FOR
RENT: preferrably to a male.
Share whole house with two
college students. 7 minutes
walking distance from JMU
$105 a month phis utilities.
Available immediately. Call
433-8765 weekdays from 3-8
pm

TM WEAAli. HAS flADE OFF UITH MlLLftMJS FRQAl A FEOERAL RESERVE? MA* >6 CALLED [N IMMEDIATBLV/
THAT A SKINNY, TUMir-SOtf" HE J JUST KINDA POPPED UP
OF G-UV HAS ROBBED A Pi <5E"TX0UTA NOWHEREf CALLS]
IN? 1 HIMSELF THEWEASLE?
FEDERAL RBSEMElr^J

Wanted
PAYING IMMEDIATE CASH
for gold, silver, and diamonds
any form or condition. Also
buying coins, jewelry, pocket
watches, flatware. Need
Money? Turn that unwanted
high school ring into instant
cash For more info call John
or Rick at 433-4247 or 433-5230.
Will beat any legitimate offer!

By Matt Wagner

Our Hero

IW AJOT SURE BUT
X THlMK. ITS GOT
SOMETHIW6 TO D0,uJlTH

rv".

\"

Wings

.a ptl^-rS-A

By Mark Legan

- hj,^

MEN! WOMEN! JOBS ON
SHIPS!: American. Foreign.
No experience
required.
Excellent pay. Worldwide
travel. Summer job or career.
Send $3 for information.
SEAFAX, Dept. K-2, Box 2049,
Port Angeles, Washington
98362.
TYPING: professional work,
new IBM equipment. Thesis.
resiu.Tes, nx/huscripu, Term *
papers, etc. 433-8685 days.
CAMP FOR MENTALLY
RETARDED
CHILDREN
NEEDS COUNSELORS. WSI,
riding instructor. Sign up for
interviews on Friday, April
Uth, at Placement Office - or
write Camp Shenandoah,
Mountain Falls Route, Winchester,
Virginia
22601.
COLLEGE TYPING AND
EDITING SERVICES: Expert typing and editing of
theses, term papers and other
reports. Paper provided. Free
delivery and pick up. Twenty
years of experience. Call 8283357.
(Continued on Page 25)

Roommates

Bv Tom Arvis
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Classifieds
(Continued from Page 24)

ZONKER.PONT
YOU EVER UIOR. RYABOUTSKJN
*— CANCER?
/

Wanted

CANTAFFORP
TO, BERN/5.
IF YOU THINK
ABOUTIT 700
MUCH, YOU
CLUTCH.
/

By Garry Tredeau
ITS LIKE A SURFER UORWNG ABOUT
WIPING OUT, OR A RACE CAR DRIVER
U0RRYING ABOUT A BUM-OUT. IF
ITHAPPENS, nHAPPENS. EITHER
MAY, A TRUE CHAMPION KEEPS GOINe ■

UKE MY FRIENPI MAS TELLING
YOU ABOUT. AFTER HE PECOVEREP,
HE miT RIGHT BACK M) TRAINING.
THE NEXT YEAR, HE MISSED TAKING
THB SONNY BONO OPEN
BY ONLY TW0MBU1E6!

TU/OMINUT5S?lMr
HAPPENEP'

J^ _„
TOTAL ECLIPSE.
W GUY JUST
HAPTHEU0RST
LUCK:.

HOLLY COURT
SUBLEASER'S NEEDED for
summer. Three bedroom
townhouse. Fully furnished.
Pool. Walking distance to
JMU. Preferably four people.
$62.50 monthly plus utilities
Call
433-OU8

Lost
LOST: A silver zippa lighter
at the Sigma Phi Epsilon
house. Engraved with the
initials ETW. Sentimental
value—reward offered.
Please contact Buff.7477

OKAY, THAT
SH0ULPPO
\ IT.ZONK..

ALLR&HT.
LEV5BESURE.
I'LL REAP OFF
THECNECK
UST..PORSM*
VENTRAL*.

FRONTAL, FACIAL,
EXTREMITIES..
EARS, FINGERS
AND BETWEEN
THE TOES..

CHECK,
CHECK.
\

CHECK, 0€CK,
CHECK..CHECK,
AW.. CHECK!
\

A64JN?
GO0P.0KAY,
TURNTHE
LAMPBACK
ONANPLETS
POTT AGAIN.f

ZONKER,
YOU'RE ,
GLOtlMNS!

AUlNNER
HAST0TRAIN
THFOUmmiN,
BERNTE. HIT
ME! .

I

LOST: Agner key case with
room ana car keys and
drivers permit. Lost March
16. Call Donna 4143.

Found
FOUND: Watch found on
Godwin Courts. Call Steve at
4037.
FOUND: A gold lady's signet
ring . Call Lina at 5268 to
identify
it.

RAY: Where are you hiding?
Hope this has been a nice
semester for you. Any more
concerts
coming
up?!
SWIFTY
REX: Hang in there kid!
SWIFTY

Personals
WATKINS for Treasurer April
1. If you want experience,
dedication
and
quality
leadership, vote for Jim
Watkins, "the name you can
bank
on!"

VOTE for "the name you can
bank on" April 1. Elect Jim
Watkins for SGA treasurer.
I'M VOTING ABC this year,
(Anyone But Cunningham).
How about you? Vote Scott
Warner.

CHUCK
CUNNINGHAM
has the Qualifications and the
Credentials to continue to
serve
YOU
as
SGA
PRESIDENT next year
Vote for him on April 1.
ALHAMBRE HOMBRES:
Can you cover me? Dr. Puke,
seen Earp on the beach
lately? Artie, sorry I couldn't
tighten up. Yosjim, "Nice hat,
nice shirt, nice groceries."
Depreciation: $5 left rear, .79
right eiper, $40 lost crasia
time, $1.12 cruise control, .32
carpet. Speedo King "wanta
eat breakfast." To Mark, your
rap was hot, the honeys were

TIMO: Tu eres un amigo
magnif ico. Gracias por todo tu
apoyo.
Con
amor.
FELICIDAD.
DOODLE BUG: Over a year
and we're still going strong!
We've got to go camping
together soon, the AT? 143
from 837.

FilpPJRl

DOROGOI BIC: Spasibo
bolshoe za nashu druzhbu. Ya
nye znayu chto ya delala b bez
tebya. Binyem za khoroshi
weekend. Tseluyu, GIGWE

82 S Main
Downtown H'burg

STEVE SNEAD—Candidate for Administrative
Vice
President
Encourages everyone to Vote
with him for CHUCK CUN, NIN^-HAM »%SGA tfc-eside-ni

WHICH CANDIDATE has
the needed Experience as
Administrative Vice
President and former 2—year
Senator? THAT Candidate is
CHUCK CUNNINGHAM for
SGA PRESIDENT.

D.S.: "Let's get ripped!"
It's time you learned "a better
way of life," rather than
picking up old men in bars.
Actually, it was a blast and we
will never let you forget it.
Don't let things get to you.
YOURS TRULY

GUESS WHO: In just a few
more days you will no longer
be a "teenager"!!(the big
2.0.) I hope you enjoy your
present Just keep in mind
one thing: Wisdom of the
Wise comes with the passing
of years, Knowledge comes
with the concentration of the
mind.

WIZARD: A year older
doesn't make me any
wiser...every day does. Hope
it's nice weather this weekend
so our plans don't get ruined. I
do too know what my present
is!!
GUESS
WHO

Why Tuesdays are
something el seat
Arthur Treaeher s
Our
Budget Banquet

Pinball, Pool, Video Games & Foosball

$1.99

Albums & Tapes At Discount Prices

*

Free Foo^baltHil April 1

Kathy Mackino Your a bell of
a gal, even if you don't get any
personals. Will you marry me
in 2043?
Kevin MUUnoYour a hell of a
nice guy, even if you don't get
any personals. Hey, I'm busy
that year, how about 2044?

cold, but you're the smoothest
man I've met for a 20 year old.
For all we know, Blocko and
Lil Red are still Richards. Hey
Jeff,
what's
the story
"Jeeeez," "Be
loose "DEGRANT
BROTHERS

>

This coupon Good for
*

2 Free Games
*
Good thru April 15th
Limit 2 coupons Per Day Per Person
Mon.-Thurs. 10 am - 11 pm
Fri & Sat.
10 am - 2 am
Sunday
12 pm - 11 pm
mm

It used to be that the best thing you could say
jtv.-.tT::" ..:.i, .•. ■.■•■ 'la! it wasn't Monday.
B'.:ttti.i' *.j,; •
Arthur Treaeher s Tuesday
Budget B.i,ij" •••

Arthur Ircu 'u f Vie... i*lS hell and <:hips served
withcoiesia«H. 1 ,c " 'X* eol beverage, all tor the
lOwTue- Un ..'-. p»» -.>!•!••
Now I'JI" '. •- 1.1. ,i'e M'i'••Hung eise.
StadeDia don't forget your ID it good for
• 15% dbeouat on all regular price order*.

Wt are something else.
< ■ '

'•'.'■■ '

m
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■

■
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20/20 hindsight:
a monthly review
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Around campus
•At last count this month, the Student Government Association
still had $5,400 in its contingency account to spend on student
needs. This little nest egg is the result of not wasting money on
such useless projects as the literary magazine Chrysalis,
speakers or events for Black Emphasis month, or the budget of
Tne Breeze.
Instead, the SGA has decided to spend this money on a reel-toreel tape recorder to be loaned out yearly to the Porpoise Club, on
60 |2S grants to faculty who invite students to their home for
"social development, (whatever that is), and as reimbursements to SGA candidates for SO percent of their campaign
costs.
Are these the needs on which students really want to spend their
activity fees?
•With the closing of the Virginia General Assembly session on
March 7, a new chapter on JMU growth was begun with the appropriation of about $12.9 million for new construction.
President Ronald Carrier should be commended for his diligent
and successful lobbying efforts. The only cause for concern now is
that students won't be able to get around all the bulldozers and
construction on the way to classes.
• It was a month of festivities for JMU, from spring break on the
Florida shores, to the Founders Day ceremony commemorating
the birth of this institution and that of its namesake, to this year's
Fine Arts week featuring the use of video in art, dance, and
broadcast
Hopefully students took a break from either their beerfests or
their studying to enjoy some of the extracurricular enrichments
only college life can offer.

SGA budget

Ari end of the year surplus
By CHRIS KOUBA
James Madison would have been proud. The
student government of the university that
bears his name has proven responsible in an
area where the federal government has failed.
Not only has our Student Government
Association avoided going into debt, but they
actually have a surplus of funds. Such an
unusual happening deserves a closer look.
Student activity fees are available to campus
organizations through two channels: the
student activity budget and the SGA contingency fund. Each spring, the executive

•Any students who followed the "Telecard" put in their post
office box to Howard Johnson's room 130 to pick up their "free
prize" learned a valuble lesson this month: Most things given
away for free aren't worth much, and every business is out to
make money—namely ours.

Around the nation
•The national domestic scene was filled with uncertainties this
month: questions of whether President Carter can push his
registration for the draft through Congress, whether he can halt
the steady climb of double-digit inflation, and whether the U.S.
can ever successfully negotiate the release of the American
hostages in Iran remain unanswered.
Unfortunately, no one on the political horizon seems to have any
clear-cut answers, which is not a bright prospect for the immediate or long range future.
•However one thing was made certain this month—President
Carter intends to stand by bis word and principles and not allow
U.S. athletes to participate in the summer Olympics in Moscow.
Right now it's the only way to let the Russian people know that
Americans won't play games with a nation that refuses to follow
the groundrules for international peace.

councu of the,l§K and representatives of the
university's administration hold budget
hearings for the following year. Accounts are
then
budgeted
for
major
campus
organizations,such as The Breeze, the
University Program Board, and the SGA itself.
Since most of this year's $190,000 of student
fees were budgeted as student activities last
spring, it is with the contingency fund that this
year's SGA has triumphed
The contingency fund is $10,000 which the
SGA gives to campus organizations as it is
needed throughout the year. To date, $5,400
remains unspent. This monetary miracle is
due to the great economic wisdom possessed

by the SGA. They realize that while virtually
all requests for money wouldn't have been
made if they weren't valid, filling too many
requests leads to debt. Therefore, the valid
requests of the Rugby and Physics clubs have
been fulfilled, while the valid requests of the
Chrysalis and the BSA have not. The SGA
decided that those requests denied were
simply less valid than those granted.
On October 5, the SGA Finance Committee
denied the Chrysalis $840 to send two of its
editors to the Associated Collegiate Press
convention in San Francisco. The Chrysalis
had asked for money from the contingency
fund because it is not included in the activity
budget planned last spring. More recently, the
BSA was denied funding for their Gospel
Extravaganza and a semi-formal ball. This
was protested by the BSA because their events
were open to the public, while the Bowling Club
was allocated $650 to attend a tournament
which was not open But it is fortunate that the
SGA is able to decide that certain requests are
less valid than others; for even though some
campus organizations still need money, the
SGA is still $5,400 away from debt.
The SGA's realization that not all requests
for money, no matter how valid, can be met is
precisely the restraint that is lacking in
Washington. This may be an absurd
suggestion, but our SGA should be in the
nation's capitol right now, straightening out
the federal budget. Meanwhile, the federal
government should be here at JMU, giving the
student activity fees back to the student
organizations, where they belong.
Kouba is a freshman communication arts
major who occasionally writes for The Breeze.
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Around the world
•The current vogue in terrorist tactics—embassy snatching—
continued this month with the seizure of the Dominican Republic
Embassy in Bogota, Columbia by leftist guerrillas. At the tune of
the attack, the embassy was throwing a party that included,
among other guests, the U.S. Ambassador to Columbia.
If the modern theory of open negotiations wasn't enough to kill
off traditional ambassadorial diplomacy, then the recent series of
embassy attacks may do the job.

Quote of the month
•At the annual Student-Faculty Senate forum held this month,
SGA President Dave Martin described his administration's
relationship with the JMU faculty as follows: ' 'We don't want to
rock the boat; we don't want to throw any stones." vTh* Breeie,
March 21).

I
I
I
I

Editor Theresa Beale
Managing editor Maureen Riley
Business editor Russell Fleetwood
News editors Vance Richardson, Cindy
Elmore
"
Editorial editor Kris Carlson
Feature editors Mark Sutton, Susan Terpay
Sports editor Dennis Smith
Photography editor* Charles A. Fazio, BUI
Tarangelo
Production Managers Charles Dambowic,
Martha Stevens
Graphics Editor Scott Worner
Advisors Alan Neckowitz, David Wendelken
Newsroom 433-6127
Business
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433-6596

"To fist press alone, chequered at 41 li with »buin, the
world is indebted tor all the triumphs which have -,»ined by
reason and humanity ovar afror and oppression." jimii
Madison
The Breeie ii published every Tuesday and Friday except
where otherwise noted. • ,
Correspondence should be addressed to The Breeie, Wine
Price Building, James Madison University, Harrisonburg.
Virginia 22807
Letters to the editor are encouraged. All letters must be
typed, signed, and include the author's address and
lelephone number. Letters longer than JOO words may be
used as guestspots at the discretion or the editor. Unsigned
letters and editorials will not be used
All material will be edited ai the discretion of the editor
A'l letters, columns, reviews and guestspots reflect the
opinions of their authors and not necessarily those of the
editors of The Breeze or the students, faculty and staff of
James Madison University. Unsigned editorials are the
opinion of the editors of The Breeze.
Comments and complaints about The Breeze should be
directed to Theresa Beale, editor of The Breeze.
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Readers' Foru
No 'real efforts' to recruit minority students
To the editor:
Donna Sizemore's March 18
article in The Breeze on Title
VI of the Civil Rights Act,
which calls for equal opportunity in education for
minorities, gives the reader
the impression that this
predominately white
institution is desperately trying
to comply with the plan.
The
James
Madison
University
administration,
while it has visited highly
populated black areas, has
failed to make any concrete
efforts to visit and recruit
blacks from 'highly populated
black high schools/ The administration has made no
special efforts to recruit

disadvantaged
minority
students
because
the
university has no minority
recruiter.
The present quasi-mihority
recruiter is just a title because
she is not free to perform her
job in recruiting minority
students, as the athletic
recruiter is. Also, the position
of minority recruiter is only a
part time one.
The administration under
President Ronald Carrier has
paid little, if any, attention to
the preservation of black
culture or to increasing
minority enrollment.
On Feb. 27, 1976, the Black
Student Alliance demonstrated outside of Godwin Hall

to
increase
minority
awareness here.
The administration should
"commit themselves"
towards increasing ethnic
cultural awareness by holding
minority-related events on a
continuous basis without
constant prodding from the
BSA, said then BSA President
Melodee Brookes.
"If the lack of ethic
awareness is a problem then
we should address ourselves
to it. We want an environment
conducive to all cultures,"
said Carrier in The Breeze,
March 2, 1976. Carrier also
said that he would appoint a
task force to investigate the
request and recommendations

mTWMT.WS NOTWtf THIS rWOUTSAVSr

Nuclear war: wait and see?
By ED CAMPION
Last summer, I got into an argument with a
friend about world politics, the military, and
the possibility of war. Being a nonviolent
person, I rejected the idea of war being used to
solve the tensions between nations. My friend
then stated that as far as he could see, the
whole trouble was that every country in the
world wants to be left alone except the Soviet
Union, and it wants to take over the world by
whatever means it can.
At the time I thought this was a little simplistic, but the more news I hear coming our of
the Soviet Union and Afghanistan, the more I
think that my friend was a prophet. Not only is
the Soviet government trying to expand but it
doesn't care how it accomplishes this or
whether anyone gets hurt as a result, even if
this includes fellow-Soviets.
The State Department recently released
information that people in a small town in the
Ural Mountains were suffering a deadly outbreak of anthrax, which according to the State
Department, is due to germ warfare.
Biological warfare of any kind is outlawed by
a 1972 treaty which the Soviet Union signed
along with the United States. The news of
possible germ warfare being practiced in the
U.S.S.R. comes right on the heels of reports
that Soviet troops in Afghanistan are using
poison gases to try and eliminate any rebels
Hiding in the hills.
Neither the State Department nor the Soviet
government will release facts which either
prove or disprove the charges of biological
warfare. This makes one wonder if the Soviets
I pre indeed guilty of germ warfare, or if the

State Department is trying to make the Soviet
Union look bad so that the U.S. can increase its
stockpile of germ warfare material.
Ana if all this isn't bad enough, there is also
the fact that the Soviets have privately admitted to U.S. officals that they have no intentions of adhearing to the Salt II agreement
while waiting for the Senate to ratify it.
Russia's justification for this move is that
President Carter has delayed approval of the
treaty because Russia invaded Afghanistan.
A State Department off ical stated that as tar
as the U.S. can tell, the Russians are still,
complying with the agreement. The phrase "as
far as the U.S. can tell" is appropriate because
with the loss of monitering stations in Iran,
there is no way the U.S. can completely confirm Russian weapon production.
What all this means is that we will have to sit
and wait. We must wait and find out if the
Russians are indeed practicing germ warfare,
or if our own government is trying to create an
excuse for creating more germ warfare
material itself We will also have to wait and
see if the-Russians are going to follow SALT or
if they are going to pursue a military build-up
in preparation for a war which none of us can
imagine and which most of us probably wont'
survive. Let us hope both the U.S. and Soviet
militaries think about the possible consequences before they take their next steps.
Campion is a sophomore communication
arts major who occasionally writes for The
Breeze.

by the BSA on how to solve the
problems.
The present projects being
instituted to increase minority
awareness, enrollment, and
opportunities at JMU are the
same, but slightly modified
proposals made by the BSA
over four years ago. I repeat,
four years ago: The Breeze
reporter failed to mention this
fact.
The position of Coordinator
of Minority Affairs, the Black
Music 200 course, and the
activities of National Negro
History Month are some of the
results of the BSA's constant
prodding The BSA has "had
to go to meeting after meeting
to get something done and if
something does get done, we
end up doing it," said Brookes
in 1976. Brookes statement is
still valid.
One important four-year-old
BSA proposal is the establishment of an 'alternative
learning program.'
This
proposal was accepted, then
rejected by the administration
because it attaches a stigma,
which makes a student feel
below average.
Under this transitional
program,
disadvantaged
minority students with a high
interest in attending college,
but a low SAT score, would
participate in a special
summer session before their
freshman year. The student
would also be on probation
during his freshman year.
The program would address
itself to two major problems
in college admissions criteria.
One, the present criteria
remains
insufficient
in
redressing low-income, racial
and ethnic imbalances in
college admissions; and two,
traditional criteria and testing
of disadvantaged minority
students does not adequately
gauge the student's potential.
A special summer program
prior to college entrance
would provide disadvantaged
students, and the university
with a more concrete, accurate, and impartial appraisal of the student's ability.
The University of Virginia
and Virginia Polytechnical
Institute and State University
have already started such
programs in an effort to
recruit disadvantaged
minority students other than
the
top-notch
minority
students, but according to
JMU's administration, such a
program attaches a stigma of
stupidity on the student's part.

The reason for the rejection
of this program is simple: the
administration doesn't give a
damn about expanding or
enhancing the opportunities of
disadvantaged
minority
students.
In America, there are only
three ways for upward
mobility: money, contacts,
and education. Most disadvantaged minority students
cannot acknowledge the first
two
methods
because
everyone doesn't have equal
opportunity in the United
States. We therefore compensate with education, but
JMU's administration has
made
no
effort
to
psychologically attune itself
to that problem of equal opportunity.
Let this be properly understood, the BSA is not
asking for programs just for
itself
because
the
economically disfranchised
minority student does not only
include Blacks, Chicanes, and
American Indians, but also
Caucasians, think about that!
Alvin
Paul
Walker
Senior

Senator
supports
SGA veep
To the editor:
As a member of the Virginia
General Assembly, I would
like to commend the activities
of one of your fellow students,
Chuck Cunningham, presently
a candidate for President of
your Student Government
Association.
Having known Chuck for the
past two years and having
worked with him first hand in
Richmond during the past
session of the General
Assembly, I can personally
attest to his dedication and
enthusiasm. Chuck is a
diligent worker and has
already demonstrated, both in
his activities at JMU and in
Richmond, his willingnedi to
stand up for students' interests.
His election as SGA
President can only be a
benefit to James Madison
University.
John S. Buckley
State Senator

Mondloch gets praise
To the editor:
Not being very political, I
am somewhat at a loss for
words. But in the case of the
SGA presidential race, I feel a
need to speak. I am not going
to call anyone names or refer
to past news headlines.
Rather, I am going to tell a
straight story. The story, in
this case, is of the hard work
and sincerity of Kevin Mondlock. Having had a close
working relationship with him

this year, I can say in all
honesty that he will do a great
job for the SGA and the
student body. In his job this
year, he has shown a caring
concern for his residents and
the campus community.
Kevin is an exemplary R.A.
He is consistent ana he Is fair.
As a personal friend of
Kevin's, I can truly say that I
feel he will bring new life and
vitality
to
the
SGA.
DarreU Fisher, Head
Resident, Ikenberry HaU
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